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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
The major purpose ot this study was to examine the 
relationship between 1mpuls1v1ty and intelligence in young 
children. The effects of sex and age were alee studied 
because there is evidence that both sex (Macooby, 1966) and 
age (Kagan & Moss, 1962) affect the relationship between 
impulsivity and intelligence. 
There were five major reasons for conducting this 
investigation. First, while a fairly substantial amount 
of research has demonstrated an inverse relationship 
between 1mpuls1vity and intelligence in male adolescents, 
there has been relatively little investigation of the 
relationship between these two variables in children. After 
reviewing a number of studies on the relationship between 
impulsivity and intelligence, Levine (1966) observed that 
"there is no evidence that the same relationships would hold 
at younger age levels ! p. 2731." There has been some 
research on young children which apparently was published 
too late to be included in Levine's review (Kagan, 1965; 
Maccoby, Dowley, Degerman & Degerman, 1965). There has also 
been some research since Levine's review of the literature; 
but the subsequent research has been primarily concerned 
with the relation between impulsiv1ty and certain academic 
skills and was not especially concerned with intelligence. 
1 
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Hence, the relationship between impuls1v1ty and intelligence 
in young children has been largely unexplored. This 
deficiency is particularly noteworthy when one considers 
that it is generally assumed that the sooner one intervenes 
to change a situation, the more likely it is that intervention 
may have positive effects. Specifically, if 1mpulsiv1ty 
doee not permit a child to fully utilize his abilities, 
it would be more efficient to intervene as soon as the 
problem manifests itself rather than to intervene at a later 
time when habits are more firmly established and when 
attitudes toward school may have become negative. 
The second reason !or performing this study is related 
to the first. There has not been any research to assess 
the effeots of 1mpuls1v1ty on the Wechsler Preschool and 
Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI). This situation 1s 
probably due to the relative newness of the WPPSI which 
was published in 1967. If the WPPSI 1s found to be as 
adequate a test as the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children (WISC) which ranks seventh in frequency of use 
(Sundberg, 1961), then the WPPSI will also be extensively 
used. Hence, it is important to determine whether WPPSI 
performance is inversely related to 1mpulsiv1ty. 
The third reason is that the effects of sex differences 
have not been adequately explored. Most research has been 
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based on males which obviously does not permit an 
assessment of the role that sex differences may play. 
This lapse is especially s1gnif 1cant in view of the fact 
that two reviews of the literature on the effects of sex 
differences (Garai & Scheinfield• 1968; Maccoby• 1966) have 
presented data to indicate that 1mpulsiv1ty appears to be 
a negative or inhibiting factor and impulse control a 
positive factor for at least some aspects of the intellectual 
performance of males; but for females, 1mpulsivity appears 
to be less negative, and possibly a positive factor, in 
their intellectual development. Both Maccoby (1966) and 
Garai & Scheinfield (1968) include a broad range of cognitive 
behaviors when they use the term ttintellectual performance 11 
or "intellectual development," such as oogn1tive style, 
involvement in intellectual mastery or competence, and 
intelligence. There has not been any researoh to determine 
whethe :.· sex mediates the relationship between 1mpuls1v1 ty 
and 1ntel11genoe in young children. 
The fourth reason is related to the third. The role 
of sex differences as a mediator of the relationship between 
1mpuls1v1ty and intellectual performanoe also appears to be 
affected by the type of measure of 1mpule1v1ty. Macooby (1966) 
distinguished between two lines of research on 1mpuls1vity 
and intelligence. One line of research has studied 1mpul-
s1v1ty by assessing the subject's ability to inhibit a 
particular response or to refrain from making incorrect 
responses which compete with the correct response. These 
measures may be designated "task measures" and include 
such instruments as the Stroop Oolcr-Word ?est and the 
Matching Familiar Figures Test. Another line of research 
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has used more 11global'' procedures to assess impulsivity, such 
as ratings of emotional control, cautiousness, and hyperkinesis. 
After reviewing the literature on the relationship of impul-
sivity and cognition, Macooby (1966) concluded that when task 
measures of impulsivity are used, there is an inverse 
relationship between impuls1v1ty and intellectual performance 
in both males and females. However, when more global measures 
of impuls1v1ty are used, there is a negative correlation 
between 1mpuls1vity and intellectual performance in males 
and, in some oases, a positive correlation between 1mpuls1vity 
and intellectual performance in females. Macooby's conclusion 
is more fully discussed later. For the present, it may be 
noted that it supports the proposition that the type of 
measure of impulsivity appears to be associated with the 
relationship between 1mpuls1v1 ty and intelligence. Un.for-
tunately, most of the research has used either task measures 
or global measures and both types have seldom been used in 
the same investigation. In view of this deficiency, the 
5 
present study has used both types of measures. 
The fifth and last reason for conducting this investiga-
tion was that there is some indication that age also 
mediates the relationship between impulsivity and intelligence 
(Kagan & Moss, 1962). However, there do not appear to be any 
investigations of the effects of age. In addition, age may 
play a s1gnif1oant role for children between the ages of 4i 
years and 6t years because the younger children have not yet 
begun (or have just begun) to attend school, a fairly 
structured situation which places constraints on impulse 
expression, while the older children have had more time 
to adjust to school as well as have the benefit o! greater 
maturation. Hence, one would wonder whether impulsivity may 
be a more negative factor for younger children than for 
older children. 
In summary, this study was designed to investigate 
the effects of impula1v1ty upon intelligence 1n young 
children as well as whether sex, age, and type of measure 
of 1mpulsivity mediate the relationship between impulsiv1ty 
and 1ntell1gence. This study was conducted because there 
has been little investigation of the relationship ot the 
above factors in young children. 
Having considered the reasons why this study was executed, 
it is appropriate to give some consideration to the terms 
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u1::npulse control" and n1mpuls1 ve." Impulse control is one 
aspect of the ability to delay immediate gratification of 
needs and wishes in order to obtain later, larger rewards 
or to avoid the unpleasant consequences which may result 
from action w1 thout foresight. A number of writers (Mac co by, 
1966; Tallent, 1956) have conceptue,lized impulse control 
as a continuum where one end represents excessive control 
and might be labelled ttconstrioted,tt the middle represents 
. . 
*'adequate" or an average level of control, and the other 
end represents an inadequate amount of control and might 
be labelled "impulsive." 
There seems to be substantial agreement regarding 
the general meaning of the term "impulsive.n Most writers 
would probably agree with Laughlin (1967) when he stated 
that ''impulsive" refers to "quick or sudden actions without 
real forethought, the adequate weighing of consequences, 
or careful prior consideration (p. 3541." However, as might 
be expected, definitions of "impulsive" in the research 
literature have been more specific. Both Levine (1966) 
and Maocoby (1966) reviewed the experimental literature 
on the relation of 1.mpulsivity and intellectual performance 
and independently formulated 1dent1oal det1n1t1ons of 1mpul-
s1v1 ty. Both Levine and Maccoby viewed impuls1v1ty as 
having two main features: first, the 1nab111ty to delay 
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or in..~1bit behavior which is incompatible with goal directed 
activity and, second, the inability to persist at a task. 
They viewed task persistence as involving the inhibition of 
response tendencies which compete with ongoing, goal 
directed activity. Hence, both high levels of undirected 
activity and low task persistence are indications of poor 
impulse control. Since: this definition seems to be 1mplici t 
in much of the research on impulsivity, it has been adopted 
in the present study. 
Having defined impulsivity, it is appropriate to 
briefly consider the nature of this variable as well as 
some of the measures used to assess 1 t. The term "impulsivi ty" 
seems to carry the implication that impulsivity is a more 
or less unitary sort of behavior which is similar 1n all 
those instances in which it appears (Twain, 1957). However, 
both the theoretical discussions of impulsivity and the 
research evidence indicate that 1mpuls1v1ty has a number 
of aspects. 
Turning first to the theoretical discussions, Tallent 
{1956) consulted an authoritative dictionary, extensive 
psychoanalytic discussions of underoontrol by Fen1chel and 
by Rapaport, and the Thurstone Impulsive Soale and isolated 
nine aspects of undercontrol. These features of control and 
their opposites were: 1. slowness of action vs. quickness 
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of action; 2. slo,n1ess of tbou6ht vs. quickness of thought; 
3. thought orientation vs. action orientation; 4. patience 
and persis~tence vs. impatience and lsok ~f pers:tstence; 
5. carefulnecs and conscientiousness vs. carelessness and 
lack of conscientiousness; 6. conservative spirit vs. 
adventurous spirit; 7. socially pos1tiv·e behav-1or vs. 
social delinquency; 8. r1g1d1 ty of procedure a.r.,d thourrht 
vs. 1ab111ty of procedure and thoueht; and 9. stability of 
mood vs. lability of mood. 
The research literature also indicates that there is 
more than one aspect of 1mpuls1 vi ty. Factor analytic 
studies of measures of impuleivity (Twain, 1957; Verill, 
1958) have revealed severol factors. It might also be noted 
that these studies have used adult subjects so that 1t is 
not known whether the :f'a.ctor1al structure of impul-
sivi ty in children is similar to that of adults. In 
addition, some studies using more than one measure of 
i:I:lpulsivity have found that some measuree do not correlate 
with other measures of 1mpulsiv1ty {Levine, Spivack, Fusehillo, 
& Tavarnier, 1959). .An extensive exam1na.tion of this 
research is not pertinent to the current study. These 
data are cited to indicate that impuls1v1ty has a number of 
facets. 
In view of the fact that 1mpulsiv1ty has a number of 
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aspects, it is not surprising that a variety of measures of 
1mpuls1vity are found 1n the research. Since a wide variety 
of measures have been used, this discussion will be limited 
to the :most frequent one~. Ont'? type of m~af.m.re involves 
presenting the subject with a task where incorrect responses 
compete w1 th the correct respomrn, ~ .g. t Matohint; ::J'amiliar 
Figures Test, Stroop Color-Word Te~t, Porteus M~zes. 
Subjects who respond to the ~om,eting $t1rnuli are designated 
"impulsive" while sub~eots who respond oorrectly are generally 
designated "r~fleet1ve." Related to this type of measure, 
are tasks which require the subject to do something as 
slowly as possible, e.e., draw a line, write a word. These 
ta.9ks are usually boring so that it is assumed that the 
desire to terminate n boring task oo-::n:petee with the des1.re 
to follow the experimenter's instructions. Another type 
of measure aasessee the subject's sense of time. Impulsive 
subjects are assumed to be highly oriented to the tmmed1ate 
eu1d present while reflective subjects ar~ aseumed to be 
less bound by the immediate. Another criterion of i:ropuls1 v1 ty 
has been the subject's status aa a juvenile delinquent. 
Conduot dieorders are generally assumed to be the result 
of, or at least associated with, poor 1mpulae control. 
Lastly, ratings of behavior such as hyperk1nesis {Kagan & 
Moss, 1962), and of cautiousness, emotional co11trol, e.nd 
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attentiveness (Sigel, Jarman, & Hanesian, cited in Maccoby, 
1966) have been used. 
In view of the diversity of these measures, certain 
conclusions may be drawn. First, it is not surprising 
that some measures of impulsivity have failed to correlate 
with other measures. Second, it would seem that research 
on impulsivity should include a variety of measures instead 
of only one type. In general, the research on impulsivity 
has included several measures; but, as noted earlier, few 
studies have included both task and global measures. 
Having defined impulsivity and discussed some of the 
measures of impulsiv1ty 1 it is appropriate to consider 
the theory underlying the research that has investigated 
the relationship between 1mpuleivity and intelligence. 
The ability to delay gratification has long been 
considered a crucial prerequisite for the development of 
many complex cognitive activities. Singer (1955) noted 
that since the first publication of the Interpretation 2! 
Dreams in 1899 (Freud, 1953) the concept of delayed discharge 
has played "the pivotal role in the psychoanalytic theory 
of ego development and the psychology of thinking (p. 259J." 
In this early paper, Freud postulated the delay of gratifica-
tion as the key step in the shift from diffuse, syncretic, 
and chaotic primary-process thinking to goal directed, 
11 
synthetic, and reality-oriented secondary-process thiukine. 
The gradual interlorlza ti on of the (,klay~.::s :J: "1Ch8.nisre 
leads to the emergence of tte realit.;: principle. ::tnpaport, 
in his later systematization (1950) of Freud •e earl,/ formu-
lations, comddercd that learnl:ac 1~0 delay is int1t1a telj' 
associated wi tu the deYelopment of lear!lin..; to t.hll:.:t. 
Hapaport (1951) theorized the t ti.'ie 1:ela tiorrnhip 'b3tween 
delay and cogn1tlon was circular. That ls, ·the "apparatilsee" 
of cognition are developed 111 childhood as a .function of the 
inevitable delay of gratification. ?he child's needs 
cannot always be immediately satisfied. He ttlso theorized 
that the further development of thinking (memory, fantasy, 
abstraction, problem solving. and :planfulness) supportt!!d 
increased delay or ln..°11.lb1 t1on of impulses in con.sider·ation 
of reality demands. As a ch1ld grows older, thinking progres-
sively becomes a substitute for direct, impulsive action and 
serves as a partial discharge o! tension stntes. 
Rorschach (1942) also viewed delayed gratification as 
related to thought and formulated a triadic linkage of motor 
inhibition, perception, and imagination or inner life. Singer 
(1955) noted that such theoreticians as Le~in (1935}, Luria 
(1932), Murphy {1947), .f·iaget (1932), and !Vern€r (1948) have 
presented empirical data to support the view that thought 
involves the gradual 1nter1or1zat1on of motor responses or 
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speech wh1oh must be inhibited from overt expreasion because 
of eoo1al restraints or pressures. 
The hypothesis that the ability to delay grat1t'1ca.t1on 
is important for the development of complex cognitive 
prooesees is a general hypothesis. The research which has 
studied the relat1onsh1p of impulse control and intelligence 
constitutes a spec1f1o test et this hypothesis. Speo1f1cally, 
this research involved the aseessment of the relationship 
between' one aspect of the ability to delay, 1.e., impulse 
control, and one aspect of oogn1t1on, 1.e •• intelligence. 
Before presenting the.research on the relationship 
between 1mpuls1v1ty and 1ntell1geno&, one may consider the 
quest1on of the d1reot1on of the relationship between 
impuls1v1ty and 1ntel11genoe. Namely, does 1mpule1v1ty 
affect intellectual performance, do people become 1mpuls1Ye 
beoause they have lower intelligence, or are 1mpuls1v1ty and 
1ntell1gence a function of soma third factor? Most ot the 
theory and research has been based on the assumption that 
1mpuls1v1ty affects intellectual performanoe, or 1n other 
words, that 1mpuls1v1ty 1s •a non•intellect1ve character1st1o 
involved 1n the suocessful application of intelligence to 
problem si tuat1ons (Levine, 1966, p. 273). • There 1e 
some research to eupport th1a assumption. P1rst, some 
investigators have mod1f1ed or controlled impulsive responding 
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( Pal!t~e, fitewa"!"'t, & Kn bane., 196E; Schwebel .r, 13ernste1n, 
1970} and found enhanced performancP. on intelligence tests. 
Second, Higaschimnchi (1963) found that h1s 1mpuls1vc 
r.·mbjects took lesG t1~e to cor;;:plato an IQ teat a::.d i-r<:re 
less involved in the teat. Third, the f1nd1nc or ~a0an 
(1966a) that impulo1v1 ty was unrelatPd to WISC "lerbaJ. !Q 
acorea but w-ne inversely related to performa.nce on tasks 
a1m1ler to school tasks also supports the view that 
impuls1v1ty affects intellectual performance end not the 
other way around. In addition, Davids and S1dman (1962) 
found that male underachievers ot superior intelligence 
were more impulsive than aubJeots or comparable intellieence 
who were achieving at their •peoted level. 
J1chenbach (1969), however. has questioned th1~ assumption. 
:Extrapolating from research on.retarded children, he theorized 
that experiences ot failure prov1eed the basis for assoo1at1ve 
(impulsive) responcins. He presented the fellowing oequence. 
Someone may experience excessive fn1lure when he relies on 
hie own abilities and, therefore, may learn to distrust 
his own judgment and instead relies on situational cues to 
solve problems. These excece5.ve failure experiences may 
reaul t from low abil1 ty or .from the tact that one must 
compete with others who are more capable. Aohenbach's 
taeory is thought provok1n6, bia. 1 t has not been entirely 
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supported even by his own data. Therefore, at present, 
the evidence favors the view that impulsivity primarily 
affects intellectual performance. The present study also 
ma~es this assumption. 
l! number of studies has investigated the relationship 
between level of impulse control and intelligence. The 
studies are presented in three sets. First, there is a 
review of studies which used only male subjects and found 
a significant inverse relation between 1rnpulsivity and 
intelligence. Since there does not appear to be any 
investigation of the relationship between irnpulsivity 
and intelligence which used only female subjects, the 
first group of studies is followed by a review of studies 
which used both male and female subjects and which found 
that for both sexes there was an inverse relatio.n between 
1mpulsivity and intelligence. Third, there is a review of 
the studies which used both male and female subjects and 
found that impulsivi ty was inversely related to intellectual 
performance for boys but for girls was either unrelated or 
positively associated with intellectual performance. 
Iwpulsivity !!!_ ~ Negative Factor f2!. Males 
Tallent (1956) developed a rating scale to assess the 
nine aspects of impulse control which were mentioned above. 
He had teachers rate their ninth grade pupils on this scale. 
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To control for possible halo effects in the teachers who 
might be biased in favor of intelligent students, he 
correlated their ratings with those of the boys' peers who 
presumably would be less biased. He found high correspon-
dence (r,=.80) between the two sets of ratings. He compared 
the performance of very highly controlled boys (highest 
20 per cent of sample) and very poorly controlled boys 
(lowest 20 per cent) on the Wechsler-Bellevue-Form I, 
Porteus Mazes, American Council on Educational Psychology 
Examination for High School Students (ACE), Primary 
Mental Abilities, and Cattell's Culture Free Teat, and 
found that the high control subjects scored significantly 
better on 27 of the 28 subtests comprising the battery. 
Tallent also briefly noted that boys who obtained average 
scores on the control dimension scored significantly 
lower on the IQ tests than the highly controlled boys, and 
the average group tended to score higher than the most 
impulsive beys • 
Levine et al. (1959) studied the relationship between 
Wechsler-Bellevue (W-B) IQ and four measures of inhibition 
among adolescents diagnosed as having personality or 
neurotic disorders. The measures of inhibition were: 
writing a phrase as slowly as possible (motor inhibition), 
substituting an alternate for a learned response to a list 
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of paired associates (cognitive inhibition), estimating 
when an interval of time had elapsed (time estimation) and 
answering questions which seemed to test future time 
extension (time conception), e.g., "When will a cure for 
cancer be discovered?" They found that good performance 
of each of the measures was significantly associated with 
higher IQ scores. 
Spivack, Levine, & Sprigle (1959) used the same subjects 
that Levine et al. (1959) used. Their measures of impulse 
control (time estimation, Stroop Color-Word Test, and Barron's 
M) were all significantly related to W-B IQ. Based on any 
single measure, good inhibitors (those scoring above the 
mean} were on the average 5 to 8 IQ points higher than the 
poor inhibitors. When Spivack et al. selected the subjects 
who were good or poor on all three delay measures, the mean 
difference between the two groups was 17.2 IQ points. 
Corotto (1961) found similar results for acting out juveniles. 
Davids and Sidman (1962) found academia achievement and 
impulse control to be related. They found that underachieving 
male high school students of superior intelligence were less 
able to inhibit their motor responses, told more present-
oriented stories, and were less able to delay gratification 
of their needs than comparable high achieving students. 
H1gasoh1maohi (1963) compared the performance of two 
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groups of institutionalized male juvenile delinquents who 
were comparable as to age, education, and IQ on the Henmon 
Nelson Tests of Mental Abilities. The groups differed as to 
their scores on a ''strong superego personality trait" assessed 
by the Tomkins Horn Picture Arrangement Test. This trait 
could also be labelled impulse control. He found that 
subjects scoring high on this dimension received significantly 
higher scores on both the Colored and Revised Progressive 
Matrices and took very significantly greater time to complete 
the test. 
Two additional studies are related to this group of 
investigations. These studies are unlike the above in 
that they did not compare impulsive and reflective males but 
used a method of intervention with impulsive males. 
Palkes, Stewart, and Kahana (1968) studied middle-
class males of average intelligence (mean age 9.33 years) 
who were under psychiatric care for hyperactivity. For 
the purpose of the study, medication was suspended. The 
subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups. On 
a pretest, both groups obtained equivalent scores on the 
Porteus Mazes. One group received two treatment sessions 
during which they were given tasks containing responses 
which competed with the correct response (e.g., Matching 
Familiar Figures Test) and were taught to verbalize the 
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following instructions before begi.r.w.11ing the tasJrs. "Before 
I start any cf the tasks, I am going t.o stop, 11aten, look, 
and think before I answer.tt Palkes et al. found that on the 
posttest, subjects who received the training obtained 
significantly higher scores on another version of the Porteus 
Mazes and made very s1gn1f1oantly fewer qualitative errors. 
Schwebel and Bernstein (1970) used a different approach. 
They compared the performance of 18 lower-class boys (mean 
age 11.7 years) on. four WISC subtests under two conditions 
of test a.dm1n1strat1on, the standard one and one in which 
the experimenter imposed a latency period on responding. 
The WISC subteete were Comprehension, S1m11ar1t1es, Block 
Design. and Ma~.es. The latency period was short for easy 
items and was gradually i.ncreased as items beoame more 
dif.t'icul t.. If H subject attempted to respond before the 
end. of the latency period, the examiner admonished him to 
wait until he was instructed to begin. Two subtests were 
administer~d during the standard oondit~on, and two subtests 
during the i~posed latency condition. The effects of 
adm1n1strat1o.n cond1 tion and the order of subtests were 
controlled. Schwebel and Bernstein found that subjects 
obtained e1gn1ficantly higher ecores on the Comprehension, 
S:tmilari ties, and Mazes subteats in the imposed latency 
condition. However, no difference was found in Block Design 
p€rformanoe. 
In view o.f the results of this group of studies, 
certain concl~sions can be drawn. Since ell of these 
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studies used pre-adolescent and adolescent males a.s subjects, 
the oonolustons are lim1 ted to this group. First, the writer 
concurs with Levine (1966) who stated that "While the relation-
ships are not strong, it appears that the greater the impul-
siveness, the poorer the intelligence test perforrr;ance Ip. 2741. •• 
Second, it a.pp~ars that the differences ln intelligence are 
greatest when extreme groups are compared, 1.e., when the 
most impulsive are compared with the most reflective. Third, 
it appears that procedures which attempt to minimize or control 
impuls1v1ty c~n produce better performance on IQ tests. 
I~pulstv1ty ~ ~ Negative Fa2i2r for Hal§S and Females 
.Macooby et al. (1965) found a significant relationship 
between four m ensures of motor inhibi t1on (drawing a. line 
as slowly as possible) and Stanford-Binet !Q for both zales 
and females between the ages of 4 and 5 years of age who were 
of very superior intelligence. However, a measure of cognitive 
1nh1.b1t1on (Children's .E'I!bedded Figures Test) and a measure 
of activity level (actometer readings) were unrelated to 
intelligence for both sexes. 
Achenbach (1969) developed a mult1ple-ohoioe analogies 
test, Children's Associative Responding Test (CART), which 
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~sseesed a child's tendency to res?ond to incorrect an~wer~ 
·;1hich strongly co:npett:-: w1 th the correct answer. (e.g., Bee 
:ts to hive s.s m:'l:n is t.o: pepper, tree, woman., nest~ city) 
Woman is the ••:roil," while the correct response is, of 
oourse, clty. Er~ch subject's score on the CART was the 
difference between the number of 0 foil" responses and the 
number of his "nonfo11" errors; hence, ability to solve 
analogies was held constant. .Achenbach viewed the CART 
as prtmar11y a measure of a type of learning strategy. 
However, since the CART :ts s1m 1la.r in structure to va.riotts 
~easuree of. 1mpuls1v1ty and since the OART is significantly 
associated ·wt th perf'ormanee on Kagan' s Matching Familiar 
5'1gures Teete the CART oan easily be construed as a measure 
.,f 1mpuJ.stvtty. In a study ot sixth-grade children, 
Achenbach compared the children w:1 o had the strongest 
tendency to respond to foil items (impulsive) with the 
children who had least tendency to respond in this way 
(reflective). He found that 1mpuls1ve children obtained 
significantly lower Lorge-Thorndi.ke IQ scores, lower Mental 
Ages, lower grade averages, lower scores on the Iowa 
Achievement Test, lower scores on the WISC Vocabulary and 
Information subteats, made more errors and tended to have 
a shorter reaction time on the Matching Familiar Figures 
Test, and were rated as more physically active and as 
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less effective learners. 
The research of Jerome Kagan is also pertinent to 
this group of studies. Since 1964, Kagan (Kagan, Rosman, 
Da.y, Albert, & Phillips, 1964), has done research on what 
he calls the refleotion-impulsivity dimension of cognitive 
tempo. This di.mension desor1bes the child's tendency to 
reflect upon alternate ways ot classifying stimuli or to 
consider alternate solutions to a problem where a number 
of response possibilities are simultaneously available. 
The method for classifying children as reflective or 
impulsive involves presenting to the child a standard 
stimulus and asking him to ohoose the one that 1s identical 
to the standard from a number of alternate competing 
stimuli. Oh1ldren who score above the median of the 
sample on errors and below the median on reaction time 
are designated "1mpuls1ve.° Children who score below the 
median on errors and above the median on reaction time 
are designated 0 retlect1ve." Children whose scores do 
not conform to these criteria (1.e., above the median on 
both reaction time and errors or below the median on both 
reaction time and errors) are designated "1ndeterm1nates." 
The refleot1on-impuls1v1 ty dimension has been .found to be 
associated with various cognitive skills. Spec1f1oally, 
both reflective males and females in the first two primary 
grades have been found to make fewer errors on tests of 
inductive ~easonlng {Kagan, Pearson, & Welch, 1966), fewer 
errors i:;.1 readl:ng words (Kagan, 1965), fewer errors of 
commission on a serial. learning taslr (7,,agan 1966b), and 
prefer analytic (categorical) as opposed to thematic 
(.:f'u.national) groupings on the Conceptual Styles Test (Lee, 
?.aga.n, & Rakon, 1963). With regard to intelligence, Ka.gan 
(1966b) has reported that the reflect1on-impuls1v1ty 
dimension has been found to be unrelated to verbal 
intelligence. He has reported that both reaction times 
and number of errors on the Matching Familiar Figures Test 
have been found to be unrelated to WISC Verbal IQ. 
Having considered the second group of studies, certain 
conclusions may be made. First, it seems that impnlsiv1ty 
ia an 1nh1b1t1ng factor in the intellectual performance 
of both males and females. Second, it appears that even 
among pre .. school children, cer'tain m ea.eures of 1mpuls1 .,,1 ty 
are inversely related to intelligence. Third, it seems 
that for males and females of school age, 1mpulsiv1ty 1s 
not only in~ersely related to intelligence but also to 
academic achievement and other cognitive measures. Fourth, 
in view of Xagan's findings that the reflect1on-1mpulsivity 
dimension is orthogonal to intelligence, it would appear 
that not all aspects of 1mpule1vity are 1nverRely related 
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to all measures of intellectual performance. Finally, it 
should be noted "i;hat most of the meaau:res of impuls1vity 
that were used in the above studies were task measures of 
1mpuls1vi t,i'. 
I;pulgiy•tl ~ ¥~gative ~ Haies but (ositiV! .!2J: Females 
A last group of studies provides further support 
for the previous findings for males but suggests that 
impulsivity was a leas negative and even positive factor 
in the intellectual performance of females. 
Kagan and l·!oss (1962) 1n their work with the Fels 
longitudinal sample reported that their child subjects 
were periodically rated on the dimension or hyperk1nesis 
(the tencency toward restlessness and uncontrolled 
activity in contra.at to motor placidity). A!ter their 
subjects were adults, they were rated as to the extent 
they were involved in intellectual mastery. Kagan and 
Moss reported that the oorreiat1ons between ratings of 
! 
. 
hyperkinesis while the subjects were between the ages of 
6 and 10 years of age and later ratings o! 1ntelleotual 
mastery were negative :tor malee (-.37) but were slightly 
positive tor females { ~16). Hence the most active boys 
were less involved in intellectual mastery than less 
active boys while there was a tendency for the more active 
girls to be ;:noi~e involved in intellectual mastery than less 
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active girls. 
Maocoby and Rau {cited in Maocoby, 1966), found that 
aggression (low impulse control) was negatively correlated 
with fifth grade boys' performance on the Primary Mental 
Abilities Test {PMA) but aggression and intelligence were 
unrel~ted for girls. Anxiety concerning aggression (which 
seems to be related to impulse control also) was related to 
intelligence in boys but not in girls. 
Murphy (1962) found that for boys a measure of coping 
was correlated with the •ability to balance gratification 
and frustration" (which seems to be identical to impulse 
control); however, for girls• these two variables were 
uncorrelated. Coping was positively correlated with speed 
of behavior in girls. These factors were not correlated 
for boys. 
Sigel, Jarman, and Hanesian (cited in Maccoby, 1966), 
found that although boys and girls between the ages of 4 
and 5 years did not differ on three measures of impulse 
oontrol, boys who manifested high emotional oontrol, 
cautiousness, and attentiveness more freq~ently utilized 
an analytic style of categorization while for girls these 
correlations were negative. In other words, girls who 
used an analytic style of categorization were impulsive while 
the boys who had this style were controlled. 
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Sutton-Smith, Crandall, and Roberts (cited in Maccoby 
1966), found that adopting a winning strategy in a game 
of tick-tack-toe (which wa.s previously found to correlate 
with IQ) was characteristic ot girls who were aggressive, 
dominant, and hyperactive, while the boys who adopted a 
winning strategy at this game were not especially active 
and showed a preference for "conceptual recreations." 
This last set of studies appears to yield results for 
girls which are contradictory to the second set of studies. 
Maccoby (1966) attempted to reconcile these apparently 
divergent results by distinguishing between task measures 
of impulsivity and global measures of impulsivity. It will 
be recalled that the second group of studies used task 
measures while this last group used more global measures. 
In summarizing the results of the studies of the relationship 
between 1mpuls1v1ty and intelligence, Macooby (1966) concluded 
that when a selected aspect of activity is measured, such 
as the ability to inhibit motor responses, the correlations 
between 1mpuls1vity and intellectual performance are similar 
for both sexes. Males and females who are able to inhibit 
the inappropriate response obtain higher scores on various 
measures of intellectual performance. However, when more 
global measures are used, such as ratings, the correlations 
between 1rnpuls1v1ty and intellectual performance are negative 
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for males, and positive (or negligible) for females. 
Maccoby offered two hypotheses for the above results. 
The first is that 1mpuls1vity may have a different meaning 
for males and females in the sense that it forms part of 
a different constellation of attributes. She observed that 
a great deal of research has found that males generally 
tend to be more active and independent than females while 
females have been found to be more conforming, passive, and 
dependent. Impulse control would facilitate the intellectual 
performance of males because it would permit the more 
efficient channeling of energies into intellectual endeavors. 
The explanation for females is a little more involved. 
Macooby stated that the dependent-conforming person is 
passive in relation to his environment, waiting to be 
acted upon. She theorized that intellectual tasks demand 
varying levels of activity. Vocabulary tasks demand very 
little since they only require the summoning up of previous 
associations while tasks which require restructuring require 
a great deal of effort. While some intellectual tasks 
require little effort, she assumed that most tasks involve 
active effort. Hence, passive~dependency would generally 
interfere with certain aspects of intellectual performance. 
Impuls1vity would ameliorate the generally negative effects 
of passive-dependent behavior. 
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Her second hypothesis for the results of the research 
was that lmpulsivi ty may have an inverted U curvilinear 
relationship with intellectual performance and that females 
tend to fall on the rising part of the curve, and males 
generally fall on the descending part of the curve. Increased 
impulsivity would generally enhance the performance of 
females to a point, but it would generally inhibit the 
performance of males • 
.Mac co by• s raconcilia tion of the research data by 
distinguishing between task and global measures of 
impulsivity is very interesting. However, it might be 
noted that her conclusions are entirely based on patterns 
of correlations. While the analysis of these patterns 
is enlightening, this approach offers only weak evidence 
for an interaction between sex and global measures of 
impulsi vi ty. 
In view of the fact that the research on impulsivity 
and intelligence has been presented in three groups, it is 
appropriate to make some general observations about all of 
the studies reviewed. 
First, while there has been a substantial amount of 
investigation of the relationship between impulsivity a.11~ 
intelligence in adolescents and pre-adolescents, there 
has not been much research on the relationship between 
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impulsivity and intelligence in young children. While the 
last set of studies reviewed tended to use young children 
as subjects, the measures of intellectual performance 
were usually not IQ scores. Bence, it is conceivable 
that the results of the last set of studies do not apply 
to intelligence but apply only to other aspects of cognition. 
The only research on young children which has used intelligence 
as a dependent measure was the work of Kagan (1966a) and 
the study by Maccoby et al~ (1965), and both of these 
studies have 11m1~ed generalizability. Maoooby et al. had 
subjects who were of superior intelligence and from families 
of upper socio-economic class. Hence, their subjects 
were not typical of the general population; and one may 
wonder whether the same relationship between 1mpuls1v1ty 
and 1ntell1genoe would occur 1n children of lower intelligence 
, ... 
and from different socio-economic backgrounds. It might 
also be noted that they found a relationship between only 
one task measure of 1mpuls1v1't7 (motor inh1b1t1on); their 
measures of cognitive inhibition and activity were unrelated 
to intelligence. In oons1der1ng the research of Kagan 
(1966a), 1.t should be noted that his research has assessed 
the relationship between one type of task measure of 
impulsiv1 t.;y and only one measure of 1ntell1gence, WISC 
Verbal IQ. H1s research has not used other measures of 
intelligence; hence, 1t 1s possible that the reflection-
wpuls1v1 ty dl:nension is related to other measures of 
L'1tel11gence. 
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! second observation about the research on 1mpuls1v1ty 
and intelligence is that the role of s~x differences 
has not received much direct study. A fair number of 
studies have only used male subjects. In addition, most 
of the res~aroh has used simple correlational prooedures 
and 1 tests1and these ~rocedures, unlike the analysis of 
variance, do not permit an adequate assessment of an inter-
action between sex and 1mpuls1v1ty. The only research 
that used ana.lye1a of varianoe procedllres was the work of 
Kagan (1966a) and Achenbach (1969). Both failed to f!nd 
that 1mpuls1v1ty wae a positive factor for females in their 
perfo:rmanoe on measures of academic skills (Achenbach, 
1969; Kagan, 1966b) and measures of 1ntelligenoe (Aohenbaoh, 
1969). Since both used task measures ot impuls1v1ty their 
results are con<Jistent w1th Maoooby 1 s oonolusions that 
sex differences do not affect the relat1onah1p between task 
measures of 1mpule1v1ty and intelligence. However, no one 
has used analysis of variance procedures to determine 
whether the interaction of sex and global measures o! 
1mpuls1v1ty is associated with intelligence. 
Third, while some studies used task measures of 
L~puls1v1ty and ether studies have used global meaaures, 
the use of both types of measures :ts rare. Only two 
studies h~ve used both types. Maccoby et al. {1965) had 
two task m eaeures, ( cogn1 tive inhibition; motor inhibition) 
s.nd one glo'bal measure (actometer readings). However, 
Maccoby et el,. considered aotometer readings as a measure 
of a.ct1v1 ty level and not 1mpuls1vi ty per se. Achenbach 
{1969) used two task measures (Children's Associative 
Responding Test; Matching ~am111ar Figures Test) and several 
global measures {ratings of activity level; ratings of 
effective learning). Neither study obtained correlations 
consistent with Maocoby's hypothesis that global measures 
of 1mpulsi11ity should be negatively correlated with 
intellectual performance for males and positively correlated 
for females. ~iowever, two studies cannot be considered an 
adequate test of Mnocoby'e hypothesis. 
In v~ew of the above observations, further researc~1 
is necassa:!"y to detenn1ne whether impulsiv1 ty and intelligence 
are related :t'.'l young children. This research should include 
both males and females and should use both global and task 
me?.sures of i.mpuls1v1ty. In addition, multivariate research 
is needed to determine whether sex mediates the relationship 
between 1ropuls1v1ty and 1ntel11gence. This research was 
designed to fulfill these recoomendat1ons. 
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Having considered the role of sex and type of measure 
of impulsivity as probable mediators of the relationship 
between i~pula1v1ty and intelligence, it is appropriate 
to consider age as an additional possible mediator of this 
relationship. It has long been noted that 1mpuls1v1ty 
generally declines as age increases, at least for females. 
Hence, one might consider that since impulsivity is 
affected by a.ge, age may also mediate the relationship 
between 1mpulsiv1ty and intelligence. There has been 
' 
practically no research on the role of age. Most studies 
of the relationship between 1mpulsiv1ty and intelligence 
have used samples which were rather homogeneous wlth 
regard to age. There appears to be only one research 
finding to indicate that age may play a role. Kagan and 
Mose (1962), aa mentioned above. correlated ratings o:f 
hyperk1nesis made in childhood with ratings of involvement 
in intellectual mastery as adults. The correlations 
between ratings of hyperk1nee1s between the ages of 3 and 
6 years with adult intellectual mastery was nearly significant 
for males (-.27) but was significant for females (-.36) and 
for the entire sample. However for the period of from 6 
to 10 years, the correlation for males was s1gn1!1oant 
c-.37); but, for females, the correlation became slightly 
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positive (.16). The change in the correlations for females 
may suggest different relationships over time. 
For the purposes of the presen.t discussion of age, 
two possibilities are suggested by these data. The first 
is that there is some indication that age appears to 
mediate the relationship between global measures of 
!mpulsivity and intelligence. The second possibility is 
that the period around the beginning of school attendance 
t1ay be one point where it is possible to find the interaction 
of age and global measures of 1mpulsiv1ty which affects 
intelligence. 
Although there is some indication that age may 
mediate the relationship between global measures of 
impulsivity and intelligence in young children, the 
direction of the mediating effects of age is unclear. 
Several relationship are possible. On the one hand, it 
may be reasoned that since preschool children are generally 
fairly 1mpu.ls1ve, global measures of 1mpuls1vity may be 
unrelated to intelligence in these children; but global 
measurep of impulsivity may be inversely related to 
intelligence 1n school-age children. On the other hand• 
it may be reasoned that preschool children have fewer 
internalized controls than school-age children; hence, 
1mpu.ls1v1ty may be more negative for preschool children 
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than children of school age. To summarize, since there 
has not been any research to determine whether age mediates 
the inverse relationship between 1mpuls1v1ty and intelligence 
and s1nc~p if age has any effect, it is unclear whether 
impulsivity would be a more negative factor for preschool 
children o~·for children of school age, it would be hazardous 
tq make specific hypotheses about the effects of age. 
Therefore, 1t waa a general goal of this study to determine 
whether the relationship between age and 1mpula1v1ty is 
assoo1a.ted with intelligence test performance in young 
children. The present 1nvest1gat1on of 1mpuls1v1ty and 
intelligence utilized a variety of measures of each variable 
for the reasons noted below. 
Five measures o.f intelligence were used: four from 
the WPPSI (Verbal IQ, Performance IQ, Full Scale IQ, and 
the raw scores for the Mazss subtest) and the IQ score 
from the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Soale-Form L•M. The 
WPPSI was used as a dependent measure be.cause there has 
not been any research to assess whether 1mpuls1v1ty affects 
WFPSI IQ. All three WPPSI IQ scores were used because it 
waa considered important to determine whether 1mpulsivity 
af'feoted all tl'lree scores or only one or two of the WPPSI 
IQ scores. The raw scores for the Mazes subtest of the 
WPPSI were used beoause there is a large amount of experi-
i.OYOLA lJNIVtKili 'i L.l~KAltt 
mental data to 1nd1cate that maze tasks are adversely 
affected by impulsivity (Palkes et al., 1968: Porteus, 
1965)• The raw scores were used instead of the scale4 
scores because the scaled soores were designed to remove 
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the effects of age. Since age may mediate the relationship 
between impuls1vity and intelligence, it was judged that 
raw scores would reflect the interaction between age and 
1mpula1v1ty better than scaled scores. Lastly, the 
Stanford··B1net was included 'because, unlike the WPPSI, 
the Stanford-Binet is a well established measure of 
intelligence. 
Four measures of impulsivity were ueed, three global 
and one task measure. 
The first global measure ~f 1mpuls1vity was the 
Units of Aotion score from Foley's (1962) Quality of Play 
Scale. The Units of Action score assesses a child's 
relative tendency to engage in a variety of differen~ 
goal directed activities in a standardized play situation. 
The Units of Action soore is based upon .Barker, Dembo, and 
Lewin's (1941) d1stinot1on between actions gU1ded to a 
particular end or goal by a central idea or purpose, 1.e., 
actions being means to some end, and actions wh1oh do 
not involve means-ends relations. .Barker et al. viewed a 
sequence of behavior which is guided by a common idea or 
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purpose as a psychologically significant unit. such a 
sequence may or may not be composed of homogeneous aot1v1t1es 
or play with homogeneous materials. Hence, the general rule 
for scoring Foley's Units of Action is that "an activity 
is scored as a separate un1t when the subject's behavior 
suggests a change in goal or focus of attention (Foley, 
1962, P• 134). 
It should be noted that the Units of Action sooring 
system 1s distinct from sheer level of motor activity. A 
subject may be rather fluid in his attention to different 
toys yet not manifest a high activity level. Conversely, 
'·. 
a child running around the room engages 1n a high level 
of motor activity, but this behavior is scored as one 
unit of action. 
Since the Units of Action score seems to primarily 
measure the child's relative tendency to engage in 
dtfferent activities, for the purposes of the present 
study, it was assumed that the Units of Action score 
reflects both the tendency to engage in goal directed 
activity and the ability to persist in the activities 
chosen. In other words, the Units of Aotion score was 
assumed to be a measure of 1mpulsiv1ty. Speo1fioally, it 
was assumed that children who obtain a high Units of Action 
score relative to the other children in the sample are 
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impulsive while children obtaining low scores are reflective. 
Two objections may be raised against this assumption. 
The first objection is that if a child has a limited 
repertoire of play skills. then he may engage in repetitive 
almost sterotyped behavior with one toy or he may merely 
wander around the room. Thus, a low Units of Action score 
would be a function ot impoverishment rather than goal 
directed behavior. However, such behavior is more likely 
to be characteristic of children who !unction in the 
borderline range of intelligence rather than of children 
who !unction in the average to superior range of intelligence 
as was characteristic of the subjects in this research (mean 
4 
S•B IQ was 112 with a standard deviation of 15.8). The second 
.. , 
objection is that a low Units of Action score may reflect 
timidity or anxiety. Specifically. a child may spend the 
whole play period sitting in a chair. However, since the 
examiner, who was not the experimenter, was a rather benign 
nonthreatening person, 1t was assumed that the sub3ects' 
relative level of anxiety was low. In addition, merely 
sitting in a chair may be construed as a relatively controlled 
way of "binding'' anxiety as opposed to dealing with anxiety 
in restless activity. Hence, the assumption that the 
Units of Action score reflects level of impulse control 
appears to be a fairly safe assumption. 
Since the Units of Action score was assumed to be a 
global measure of impuls1v1ty, one would expect that 
sex differences would mediate the relationship between 
impulsivity and intelligence. Hence, the following 
speoifio hypotheses were formulated: 
1. Boys scoring below the median on the Units of Action 
scale have significantly higher mean scores on the five 
measures of intelligence based on the WPPSI and the 
Stanford•B1net than boys scoring above the median. 
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2. Girls scoring above the median on the Units of Action 
scale have significantly higher mean scores on the five 
measures of intelligence than girls scoring below the 
median. 
3. For males, there is a significant inverse correlation 
between Units ot Action score and the scores on each of 
the measures of intelligence. 
4. For females, there is a significant positive correlation 
between Units of Action score and the scores on each of 
the measures of intelligence. 
The second and third measures of 1mpulsiv1ty were 
taken from a study by Becker (1960). Becker had mothers, 
fathers, and teachers rate kindergarten children on a 
semantic differential rating scale. Although one might 
expect that mothers, fathers, and teachers might have 
different frames of reference in interpreting the scale 
items, 1t was possible to find reasonable matchings 
between mothers~ fathers•, and teachers• ratings of the 
children 1n terms of factor loading patterns. He factor 
analyzed the ratings and extracted five common factors 
which he labelled Hostile Withdrawal, Relaxed Disposition, 
La.ck of Aggrees1on, Subm1ss1on, and Conduct Problems. 
Only two of the common factors, Oonduct Problems and 
Submission, appeared relevant to the current discussion. 
The Conduct Problems taotor was defined by 17 scales 
wh1oh loaded in the direction of disobedient, consciencelessp 
difficult to d1ac1pl1ne, and disorderly. All 17 scales are 
included in the Appendix. Since most ot the adjectives 
defining the Conduct Problems factor were s1:m1lar to the 
dimensions of underoontrol developed by Tallent (1956) and 
since most oonduot disorders of young children seem to 
involve 1nadQ,quate impulse control, this factor was 
assumed to measure impulsiv1ty. Spec1f1oally, it was 
assumed that subjects who obtained a relatively high total 
score on the scales defining the Conduct Problems factor 
were impulsive while subjects with a low score were 
reflective. Since the Conduct :Problems variable is a 
global m easura of impulse control, 1 t was hypothesized that 
the relationship between this variable and intelligence 
~vould di ff er for the two sexes. Hence, the following 
specific hypothes£s were formulated: 
5. Eoys rated below the median on Conduct Problems have 
significantly higher mean soores on the five measures of 
intelligence than boys rated above the median. 
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6. Girls rated above the median on Conduct Problems have 
signlfioantly higher mean scores on the five measures of 
intelligence than girls rated below the median. 
7·. .&'or males, there is a significant inverse correlation 
between scores on the Conduct Problems variable and the 
scores on each of the measures of intelligence. 
o. For females, there is a significant positive correlation 
between scores on the Oonduot Problems variable and the 
scores on each of the measures of intelligence. 
The third measure of 1mpuls!v1ty was the Submission 
.tEJ.ctor. The Submission factor was defined by nine scales 
including the variables: timid, 1naot1ve, quiet, and 
se.n.sitive. ·The complete list of the scales is included . 
ln. the Appendix. Most of the va1·iables loading on this factor 
azs similar to the characteristics of control which were 
incorporated in Tallent's (1956) rating scale. Hence, it 
was assumed that the submission factor reflected impulse 
control. Spec1f1cally, it was assumed that subjects obtaining 
a relatively high score on the Submission factor are 
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reflective while subjects with a low soore were impulsive. 
Since the Submission factor was assumed to be a global 
measure of 1mpulsiv1ty, 1t was hypothesized that the 
relationship between 1mpuls1v1 ty a,nd intell1genoe would 
differ tor the two sexes. Hence, the following speoi£1o 
hypotheses were formulatedi 
9. Boys rated high (above the median) on Submission have 
significantly higher mean scores on the five measures of 
intelligence than boys rated below the median. 
10. Girls rated low (below the median) on Submission 
have significantly higher mean scores on the five measures 
of intelligence than girls rated above the median. 
11. For males, there is a significant positive correlation 
between scores on the Submission variable and the five 
measures of intelligence. 
12. For females, there 1a a significant inverse correlation 
between soores on the Submission variable and the five 
measures of intelligence. 
Having considered the three global measures ot 
impuls1v1ty, it is appropriate to consider the task 
measure of 1mpuls1vity, a version of Kagan's Matching 
Familiar Figures Test. This test was used for a number of 
reasons. First 1t is a well established task measure of 
1mpuls1v1ty. Second, Kagan's finding (l966b) that the I 
I
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r9flecti.on•nt'r~:.:-~1lsi~r~.ty dimension is orthogonal to verbal 
intelligence is open to quest.ion.. Specifically. Kagan 
h.as reported that the correla.t1on bF-tween. reaction time 
e.nd WISC YIQ,and the correlation between number of errore 
on the Matching Familiar Figures Test and WISC VIQ were 
not significant for either males or :females. However, 
since both reaction time and number of errors taken 
together det~nn:tne whether a subject 1s reflective or 
impulsive, the computation of separate correlations seems 
to be a weak test of whether the reflect1on-1mpuls1v1 ty scale 
is related to intelligence. Since Kagan's research baa 
typically used analysis of variance procedures where 
sax and the reflection-1mpuls1v1ty dichotomy were the 
independent variables, it is tairly striking that he has 
not used the same procedures to determine if re!lection-
1mpuls1v1ty is related to intelligence. The third reason 
-was to determine whether the reflect1on-1mpuls1v1ty 
dimension 1s related to measures of intelligence other 
than WISO VIQ. Since the retlect1on-1mpuls1v1ty dimension 
is a task "!'.lea.sure of impulsivity, it was hypothesized that 
only the main effect of 1mpuls1v!ty affects IQ test per-
formance. Th~refore, the following specific hypotheses 
w~re formulated: 
13. Reflective boys have significantly higher mean scores 
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on the f'iv·e measures of intelligence than impulsive boys. 
14. Reflective girls have significantly higher mean scores 
on the five measures of intelligence than impulsive girls. 
15. There 1s a si.gnif1oant positive point biserial 
correlation between the re!leot1on-impuls1v1ty dimension 
and each of the five measures of intelligence. 
Having considered the measures of impulsivity and 
the hypotheses associated with each, it was further 
hypothesized that the four measures of 1mpuls1v1ty are 
related. It was assumed that impulsive children have 
high scores on both the Units of Action and the Conduct 
Froblems variables and the low scores on the Submission 
variable. Hence, the .following specifio hypothesis was 
formulated: 
16. The Units of Aotion and the Conduct Problems variables 
are positively correlated with each other and are inversely 
correlated with the Submission variable. 
Since ~.;he reflection-impulsivi ty dimension is a dichotomous 
variable, reflective ohildren were assigned a score of one 
and impulsive children a score of zero; and the following 
specific hypothesis was formulated: 
17. There is a significant posi~ive point biserial 
correla·tion between the re.flection-impulsivity dimension 
and the Submission variable and a significant negative 
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point b1serial correlation between the reflection-impulsivity 
dimension and the Units of Actio~ and the Conduct Problems 
variables. 
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CF.APT ER I I 
l·1ethod 
§ubJect§ 
The subjects were 100 Caucas1an,m1ddle class children, 
50 boys and 50 girls, between the ages of 4 years and 5 
months and 6 years and 5 months. The subJects were chosen 
so that two boys and two girls were included at each of the 
25 year-month levels between 4 years and 5 months and 
6 years and 5 months, e.g., 4 years-5 months, 4 years-6 months. 
The 1n1t1al testing session for each child was scheduled 
within the period extending from 15 days before to 15 days 
after the child's year-month age level. For example, a 
child who occupied the oell of 5 years and 1 month initially 
was tested within a period of from 15 days before to 15 days 
after the day he had attained the age of 5 years and l month. 
The mean Stanford Binet IQ for all subjects was 112 with a 
standard deviation o! 15.8. The mean WFPSI Full Scale IQ 
was 106 with a standard deviation of 14.1. The subjects 
were presumed to be normal children, whose parents responded 
either to a letter sent from several Oathol1c grade schools 
or to a personal request by one ot the examiners. Each 
mother completed a questionnaire on her child providing 
data which allowed for exclusion of children who had 
histories of high fever or head injuries with attendant 
complications. A copy of this questionnaire 1s included 
in the Appendix. 
~easure§ 
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The measures of intelligence were the Wechsler 
Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI) and 
the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale (S•B). Each test 
was administered according to the instructions included in 
their respective Manuals (Wechsler, 19671 Terman & Merrill, 
1960). 
Four measures of 1mpula1v1ty were used. The first 
measure of impulsivity was the Units of Action score from 
Foley's (1962) QUality ot Play Scale. A copy of the 
scoring manual tor Units of Action 1s included 1n the Appendix. 
The second and third measures of 1mpuls1v1ty were 
the Conduct Problems and Submission factors. These factors 
were two of five common factors which were extracted when 
Becker (1960) factor analyzed ratings of kindergarten 
children by mothers, fathers, and teachers. Becker's 
rating schedule was a semantic differential Which consisted 
of 72 bipolar, 7 point rating scales with antonym pairs 
of adjectives defining the ends of a continuum, e.g., 
active and inactive. These scales were selected to sample 
the personality domain as outlined by Cattell (1957) as 
well as the preliminary factors found by Osgood and Becker 
in an unpublished study of the application of the semantic 
differential to the study of personality which is cited 
by Becker (1960). In addition, Becker included a number 
of variables thought to be particularly relevant to the 
behavior of young children, auch as ,.ease of discipline.•• 
The schedule used in the present study differed from 
the original in a number of ways. First, the original 
schedule could not be obtained from Becker; however, 
Becker's article (1960) listed the 61 scales which loaded 
on the factors which he extracted in his study. The schedule 
used in the present study was developed from these 61 
scales. A second difference involved occasional rewording 
of some of the adjective pairs to make them more under-
standable. For instance, fluctuating was changed to 
unpredictable. The last modification was to change the 
schedule from a 7 to a 6 point rating scale. This mod1f1oa-
t1on was undertaken to sharpen the d1scr1m1nat1on of the 
schedule by excluding the intermediate position. Oonse• 
quently, the subject's mother had to decide Whether her 
child tended to be more one way than the other, for 
instance, more active or more inactiv.e. The placement o! 
adjectives was random so that one half of the scale would 
not contain all the socially approved traits with the other 
half containing all the socially disapproved ones. The 
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schedule was preceeded by a page Whioh instructed the 
mothers on how to use the scale and provided illustrative 
examples. A copy of the instruction sheet and the semantic 
differential are included in the Appendix. In addition, a 
oopy ot the soales defining the conduct Problems and 
Submission factors is also included in the Appendix. 
To obtain a score for each subject on the oonduot 
Problems and Submission variables, the following procedure 
was followed. Since the independent-dependent scale 
loaded on the Submission variable in the direction of 
dependent, a child rated very dependent was assigned a 
score of six for this scale While a child rated very 
.,, 
independent was assigned a score of one, and so on for 
all the intermediate ratings. The total score for the 
Submission dimension was the sum of the ratings on all 
but one of the scales defining this factor. The scale, 
"difficult to discipline- easy to discipline ... was not 
used to compute the total score because this scale had a 
factor loading of less than 30 tor Becker's group of 
mothers. The total score for the Oonduot Problems dimension 
was obtained in a slightly different way. Since some of the 
subjects were too young to attend school and since one of 
the scales defining the Oonduot Problems factor was the 
scale, "likes sobool-d1slikes schoolh, the total score for 
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the younger children was the average of the ratings on all 
the scales except the "likes school 0 sea.le; but for the 
older subjects, the total score wa.s the average of the 
ratings on all the scales. 
The fourth measure of 1mpulsiv1 ty was a simplified 
version of the Matching Familiar Figures Test which was 
furnished to the experimenter through the courtesy of 
Jerome Kagan. In a personal oommunica.t1on, Kagan notifj.ed 
the experimenter that the standard version had been found 
to be too difficult for subjects below the age of six. In 
order to avoid the problems attendant upon using one version 
of the Matching Familiar Figures Test for subjects below the 
age of s1x and one version for the subjects above six, only 
the simpler version was administered. The a1mpl1f1ed 
version is similar in sttiloture to the original in that 
the subject is shown a standard stimulus and is asked to 
pick from a number of st1mul1 the one that is identical to 
the standard. The original version had six possible 
answers for each item while the s1mpl1f1ed version had only 
four. The standard procedure for determining which 
subjects were impulsive and which were reflective was used. 
Specifically, children scoring above the median on reaction 
time and below the median on errors were considered reflective. 
Children scoring below the median on reaotion time and above 
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the median on errors were designated impulsive. Children 
not fulfilling these criteria. i.e., children scoring 
below the median on both reaction time and errors and 
children scoring above the median on both reaction time 
and errors. were designated indeterminate. In the analyses 
which used Kagan 1 s reflect1on-1mpulsiv1ty dimension as a 
measure of 1mpuls1v1ty, the standard procedure of ignoring 
the data for the indeterminate subjects was used. 
The test items were placed in celluloid folders 1n a 
three ring notebook to keep them clean. The notebook was 
held sideways when exposed to the subject so that the pages 
could be turned up and the items could be easily viewed. 
The 2 sample items and the 11 test items were arranged so 
that the standard stimuli were on the pages above the 
rings of the notebook and the four competing stimuli 
were on the pages below the rings. 
The simplified version of the Matching Familiar Figures 
Test was preoeeded by the following instructions: 
"I am going to show you a picture of something you know and 
then some pictures that look like it. You will have to point 
to the picture on this bottom page (examiner points to 
bottom page) that is just like the one on the top page 
(examiner points to standard stimulus on top page). Let us 
do some for practice." 
The examiner then showed two practice items, one at a time, 
and helped the subject to find the correct answer 1f the 
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subject wae unable to find it himself. After the two 
practice items, the examiner gave the following 1nstruot1ons: 
~Now we are going to do some that are a little harder. You 
w111 see a picture on the top page and four pictures on the 
bottom page. Find the one that is just like the one on 
the top page, and point to it." 
If the subject was not correct, the examiner said: "No, 
that is not the right one. Find the one that is just like 
this one." (examiner points to the standard) The examiner 
recorded the reaction time to the halt second of the subject's 
first response, the total number of errors for each item, 
and the order 1n which the errors were made. The examiner 
continued to record the subject's responses (not times) 
until the subject made a maximum of four errors or pointed 
to the correct solution. If, after four errors, the subject 
did not point to the correct solution, the examiner showed 
him the right answer. The sample and test items for the 
simplified version of the Matching Familiar Figures Test 
are included in the Appendix. 
Prgoedure 
J.saoh child was administered the WPPSI, S-B, and the 
simplified version of the Matching Familiar Figures Test. 
One IQ test was administered on each of two oocas1ons, 
generally one week apart. The three tests were administered 
in a counterbalanced order to control for order effects. 
In two of the six possible test orders, the simplified 
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version of the Matching Familiar Figures Test occupied the 
middle position. Half of the time, 1t was administered as 
the second test at the first testing session; and half the 
time, it was the first test at the second testing session. 
The tests were administered by four, second-year 
graduate students in clinical psychology, one of whom was 
the experimenter. All examiners had completed a oourse in 
intelligence testing, had experience in administering the 
WPPSI and S•B, and also had reoeived instructions on how to 
administer the Matching Familiar Figures Test. Each of the 
examiners administered all three measures to the same child 
in order to minimize examiner effects. Each examiner tested 
approximately one quarter of the subjects. 
Usually during the first testing session, the subjects' 
mothers completed the semantic differential. 
On the day o! the second testing, after all the tests 
had been administered, the child participated in the 
standardized play situation. Each child was taken to a 
room which was approximately 15 feet by 20 feet by an 
examiner. The examiner was not the experimenter but a young 
female doctoral candidate who had experience in working with 
children and who was thoroughly familiar with the Quality 
of Play scale. In the room were the following toys: a family 
of dolls including father, mother, sister, brother, and 
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baby, a family of tear dolls including papa bear, mama 
bear, and baby bear; assorted blocks of various shapes and 
colors; a wooden mallet; a one pound can of Play Doh clay; 
two boxes of large size orayons; paper for drawing; a play 
telephone; and a small wooden wagon suitable for giving 
the .families rides. · The child was instructed that he could 
play with any or all of the toys. While the ohild played, 
the e:x:am1.ner sat at a. desk in the room and reoorded the 
ch1.ld 's activities and the time elapsed for each. Interaction 
between the child and the examiner was not encouraged, but 
she responded to questions and comments directed to her. 
After 20 minutesr the play sees1on was terminated. The 
examiner later divided the child's play into units of action. 
The Quality of Play scores were used by the female examiner 
in an independent study. 
The test data was gathered during the period of one 
year commencing in the spring of 1969 and terminating in the 
spring of 1970. All the testing took place at the Loyola 
University Guidance Oen.tar. 
CHAPTER III 
Results 
The results are presented in the following order: 
first, the descriptive statistics for the sample; second 
tbe results of the analyses of variance; third, the 
correlations between. the measures of impulsivi ty and 
intelligence; and fourth, the correlations between the 
measures of 1mpulsiv1ty. 
pamEle StEl.ctistics 
The means and standard dev1atlons for the measures 
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of intelligence and the continuous measures of impulsiv:i.. ty 
as well as the nw.nber of subjects who were reflective, 
impulsive, and indeterminate on the Matching Familiar 
Figures TeRt are reported in Table 1. It will be noted 
that the sample means for the WPPSI are slightly above 
average and the means for the S-B are above average; 
however, the sample variability for each test was 
CJnsistent with the standard deviations published in the 
respective test manuals. For the Units of Action measure, 
the subjects averaged about one unit of action per minute. 
Fo~ the Conduct Problems variable, the largest possible 
score a subject could receive was 6 and the smallest 
possible score was 1. Since the mean for the total group 
was 2.45, the subjects were generally rated as fairly well 
Table 1 
Descr1pt1ve Statistics for the Sample on the Intelligence and Impuls1v1ty Measures 
Groups 
Measures Mal~s Femal~s Total 
WPPSI VIQ M 104.44 103.40 103.92 SD 14.62 14.36 14.43 
-
WPPSI PIQ M 108.02 105.52 106.77 SD 14.46 14.96 14.69 
-
WPPSI FSIQ M 106.74 104.84 105.79 
SD 14.44 14.16 14.26 
S-B IQ M 111.88 113.04 112.46 
-fil2 15.09 16.59 15.79 
WPPSI Mazes M 13.96 12.64 13.30 SD 5.62 6.08 5.86 
-
Uni ts of Action M 20.60 23.22 21.91 
fil2 1n.16 8.51 9.37 
Conduct Problems Ji 2.55 2.35 2.45 §] .82 .53 .69 
Subm1ss1on. M 21.55 22.13 21.84 
~ 5.98 6.39 6.22 U1 
-I=:-
Matching Familiar Figures 
Refleotives N 16 13 29 
Impulsives 1T 13 16 29 
Indeterm 1na tes l 21 21 42 
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behaved. For the Subm1ss1on variable, the highest possible 
score a subject oould receive was 48 while the lowest 
possible score was 8. Since the mean for the total group 
was 21.84, the subjects were neither overly submissive nor 
overly rebellious. Lastly, there were 29 children who 
fulfilled the two criteria on the Matching Familiar 
Figures Test to be designated impulsive and 29 to be 
designated reflective. This distribution is consistent 
with Kagan•s report (1966b) that roughly one-third of the 
subjects in his samples are reflective and one third are 
impulsive. 
Analyses 2! Variance 
A 2x2x2 factorial design was used with the following 
variables: (1) age {younger or older), (2) sex (male or 
female), and (3) 1mpulsiv1ty (reflective or impulsive). With 
regard to age, the younger group included 52 children who 
were between the ages ot 4 years and 5 months and 5 years 
and 5 months; and the older group included 48 children 
who were between the ages of 5 years and 6 months and 6 years 
and 5 months. The younger group was considered to be mainly 
composed of preschool children while the older group was 
considered to be mainly composed of children ot school age. 
W1th regard to 1mpuls1v1ty, for the Units of Action and the 
Conduct Problems variables, children scoring below the median 
for the total group were considered reflective while 
children scoring above the median for the total group 
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were considered impulsive. For the Submission variable, 
children scoring above the median for the total group were 
considered reflective while children scoring below the 
median for the total group were considered impulsive. 
When children scored exactly on the median, these cases 
were randomly assigned to the reflective and impulsive 
categories so that there were an equal number of reflective 
and impulsive children. For the refleotion-1mpuls1vity 
dimension, a child's performance on the simplified version 
of the Hatching Familiar Figures Test determined whether 
he was reflective or impulsive. 
Uni ts 2.f A ct1on 
The means, standard dev1at1ons, and number of 
observations for the age x sex x 1mpuls1v1ty ANOVAs on 
intelligenoe are reported 1n Table 2. Although age wa£ 
the first variable 1n. all the ANOVAs • sex was considered 
a more important variable; hence, sex appears as a heading 
before age in Tables 2, 10, 18, and 24. The results of the 
ANOVAs for the five measures of intelligence are reported 
1n Tables 3 (WPPSI VIQ), 4 (WPPSI PIQ), 5 (WPPSI FSIQ),6 
{S-B IQ), and 7 (WPPSI Mazes). Since Units of .A.ction was 
assumed to be a global measure of 1mpuls1v1ty, it was 
Table 2 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Number of Observations for the Five Age x Sex x 
Impulsiv1 ty (Units of Action) A~'lOVAs 
Groups 
Males Females 
,Iouns;er Older Youn~er Older 
IQ Test Reflect. Impuls. Reflect. Impuls. Reflect. Im12uls. Reflect. Impuls. 
W VIQ 
H. 104.50 104.83 103.38 105.88 96.56 108.65 105.54 98.36 Sia 18 .19 17 .38 11.78 10.15 16.49 15.37 10.80 12.35 13 13 15 9 9 17 13 1 1 
W PIQ 
M 113.93 103.92 108.06 103.75 104.56 102.53 109.38 106.46 
SD 18.58 12.94 11.07 13.31 21.36 13.54 11.57 15.60 
-
W FSIQ 
M 109.86 104.83 106 .12 105.38 100.44 106.35 107.92 102 .36 
SD 19.23 15 .. 90 9 .. 74 12.00 18.66 14.83 10.57 13.28 
-
S-B IQ 
M 112.86 113.00 109.75 112.75 106.89 119.53 113.31 107.73 SD 16.90 17.50 14.40 11.04 17.81 19.20 9.36 16.20 
-
Mazes 
M 14.36 7.83 17.56 16.25 10.89 8 .18 15.92 17.09 
~ 6.21 6.45 5.03 4.06 5.86 5.52 5.92 7.20 
a The nmnber of observations in each cell for the other IO measures were the same IJl 
as the number of observations for WPPSI VIQ. -.J 
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Table 3 
Analysis of Variance for WPPSI VIQ with Units ot Action 
as the Measure of Impuls1v1 ty 
Sou roe df MS F 
- - -
Age (A) 1 44.05 < 1.0 
Sex (S) 1 27.04 <-1.0 
Impuls1v1 ty (I) 1 84.18 "- 1 .o 
A x s 1 16.78 <-1 .o 
A x I 1 430.42 2.05 
s x I 1 13.7q (.1 .o 
A x s x I 1 675.52 3.22* 
*.10>1?,>.05. 
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Table 4 
Analysis of Variance for WPPSI PIQ with Units of Action 
as the Measure of Impulsivity 
Source df 
-
t1.§. F. 
Age (.A) 1 28.26 <1.0 
Sex (S) 1 153.76 <. t .o 
Impuls1v1 ty (I} 1 610.71 2.80* 
A x s 1 319.54 1.47 
A x I 1 40.56 <1.0 
s x I 1 137 .66 < 1.0 
A x s x I 1 64.12 < 1.0 
•.10>.£> .05. 
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Table 5 
Analysis of Variance for W.PPSI FSIQ with Units of Action 
as the Measure of Impulsivity 
Source df li§. E. 
-
Age (A) 1 2.22 <t.o 
Sex (S) 1 92 .16 <t .o 
Impuls1 vi ty (I) t 54.65 ( 1.0 
A x s 1 43.16 <.1 .o 
A x I 1 71.31 <'.1 .o 
s x I 1 68.78 < 1.0 
A x s x I 1 364.40 1.73 
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Table 6 
.Analysis of Variance for S-B IQ with Units of Action: 
as the Measure of Impuls1v1 ty 
Source df MS F 
-
Age (A) 1 269.92 1.07 
Sex (S) 1 92 .16 d .O 
Impulsi vi ty (I) 1 54.65 <1.0 
.A x s 1 43.16 t..1.0 
A x I 1 71.21 1.36 
s x I 1 68.78 <J .o 
A x s x I 1 653.33 2.60* 
*·15).£).05. 
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Table 7 
Analysis of Variance for WPPSI Mazes with Units of Action 
as the Measure of Impuls1v1ty 
source df 
-
MS 
-
l. 
Age (A) 1 1074.41 31.30** 
Sex (S) 1 54.76 1.60 
Impuls1v1 ty (I) 1 146 .16 4.26* 
A x s 1 12 .19 (1.0 
A x I 1 130.47 3.80* 
s x I 1 59.45 1.73 
A x s x I 1 2.60 ~1.0 
*E.< .05. 
**R. (.01. 
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hypothesized that impulsivity 1s a negative factor in the 
intellectual performance of males but a positive factor 
for females. Specifically, 1t was hypothesized that reflec-
tive males have higher scores on the five measures of 
intelligence than impulsive males (hypothesis 1) while 
impulsive females have higher scores on the five measures 
of intelligence than reflective females (hypothesis 2). 
The main effect of sex was not significant for any of 
the five ANOVAs. The main effect of age was only s1gn1f1oant 
for WPPSI Mazes; however, since raw scores were used 
instead of scaled scores, this effect was expected to be 
significant. The main effect of impuls1v1ty was significant 
for WPPSI Mazes, l(l,92):4.26, ~(.05, and approached 
sign1t1oanoe for WPPSI PIQ l(l,92):2.80, R<.10. The means 
and a·tandard deviations for the main effect of 1mpuls:1.v1ty 
are reported in Table a. Both reflective males and females 
obtained higher raw scores on the Mazes and tended to 
obtain higher scores on WPPSI PIQ. These results support 
the hypothesis that impulsivity is a negative factor in 
the intellectual performance of males (hypothesis 1) 
and contradicts the hypothesis that impuls1v1ty is a 
positive factor for females (hypothesis 2). However, the 
age x 1mpuls1v1ty interaction was also significant for 
Mazes, f(l,92):3.80, R,<.05. The means and standard deviations 
Table 8 
Descriptive Statistics for Intellectual tunct1on1ng of 
Impulsive and Reflective (Units of Action) Subjects 
Groups 
IQ Measure Refleot1ve ;yppuls1ve 
Mazes 
l 15.13 11.46 §R 5.73 5.99 
N 50 50 
-
w PIQ 
l 109.36 103.98 
ll 15.53 13.86 
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for the age x ir.np11lsi vi ty interaction are reported 1n Table 9. 
It would seem ti"Jat while 1mpuls1vity had a negative effect 
upon Mazes performance, 1mpuls1v1ty appeared to pr1qar1ly 
affect the Mazes performance of younger children. Mazes 
was the only test to show these results. The sex x 
1mpuls1v1ty interaction failed to be s1gn1t1oant tor 
all the ! tests with 1 and 92 5!!; hence, the general 
hypotheses that 1mpula1v1ty is a negative factor in the 
intellectual performance of males but a pos1t1ve factor 
for females failed to be supported for this 1nteraot1on. 
While the sex x 1mpuls1vity interaction failed to be 
significant or even to approach s1gn1f1canoe, the age x 
sex x 1mpule1v1ty interaction approached s1gn1ficanoe 
for WPPSI VIQ, !(1,92):3.22• ~(.08; and for S-B IQ, !(1,92): 
2.60, ~(.11 (see Tables~ and 6). Since this three way 
interaction was not significant, the data could only be 
inspected to locate where the tendency for a difference 
occurred. In considering the data in Table 2, the largest 
mean difference in WPPSI VIQ and s-B IQ occurred between 
younger reflective females and younger impulsive females. 
Younger impulsive females tended to obtain higher WPPSI VIQ 
and S•B IQ scores than younger reflective females. For 
the older females, reflective females tended to obtain higher 
scores on these tests. However, for both younger and 
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Table 9 
Descriptive Statistics for Intellectual Functioning for 
the Age x Impulsivity (Units of Action) Interaction Effect 
Groups 
Younger Older 
rq Measure Reflective Impulsive Raflective ;txppulsive 
Mazes 
M 13.00 s.03 16.83 16.74 
-§R 6.05 5.71 5.32 5.79 
.! 22 30 28 20 
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older males, 1mpulsiv1ty had no effect on WPPSI VIQ and s-B 
IQ scores. These data lend weak support to the hypothesis 
that impuls1v1ty facilitates the performance of females 
(hypothesis 2), at least, the performance of preschool 
females on verbal tests. However, since the ! tests failed 
to be significant, it must be oonoluded that sex by itself 
and sex with age do not mediate the relationship between 
1mpuls1v1ty and intelligence. 
In summary, impule1v1ty am manifested by the tendency 
to engage in a variety of activity was a negative factor 
for both males and females but only in the performance of 
maze tasks and only for preschool children. Hence, there 
was some evidence that age mediated between 1mpuls1v1ty 
and intelligence but no evidence that sex does also. In 
add1tlon, there was some indication that 1mpuls1vity was 
also a negative faotor in the execution of performance 
tests (WPPSI PIQ) for both males and females. 
Conduct Problem§ 
It was hypothesized that 1mpuls1v1ty was a negative 
factor 1n the intellectual perfo:manoe of males but a 
positive factor for females. Specifically, it was hypothe-
sized that boys rated below the median on the scales 
defining the Conduct Problems factor (reflective boys) 
have significantly higher scores on the five measures of 
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intelligence than boys rated above the median {1mpulsiv-e 
boys) (hypothesis 5) and that girls rated above the median 
{impulsive girls) have higher scores on the five measures 
of intelligence than girls rated below the median (reflective 
girls) (hypothesis 6). The means, standard deviations. 
and number of observations for the aga x sex x impulsivity 
ANOVAa are reported in Table 10; and the results of the 
ANOV.As a.re reported in 'l'ables 1 l (WPI'SI VIQ), 12 (WPPSI PIQ), 
13 (WPPSI FSIQ), 14 (S-B IQ), and 15 (WPFSI Mazes). The main 
~!feet of sex was not s1gnlf1cant for any of the ANOVAs, and 
the main effect of age was only significant for Mazes, 
However, the main effect of 1mpule1v1ty was significant for 
WPPSI VIQ, .f(l,92)::4.44, ~<.05; WPPSI :PlQ, l.(1,92):::5.16, 
Q.<05; WPPSI FSIQ, l(l,92):6.26, ~(.05; S-B IQ, !(1,92):5.43, 
p"05; and sho1'7ed som s tendency in the ci1rect1on of s1gn1fioance 
for WPPSI Mazes, !(l,92)::1.52, ~(.22. The means and standard 
deviations for the ~ain effect of 1mpuls1v1ty on intelligence 
are reported in Table 16. Reflective males and females 
obtained significantly higher WPPSI VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ, and 
S-B" IQ scor€s and showed some tendency to obtain higher 
scores on the Mazes. These results support the hypothesis 
that refleotive males have higher IQ scores than impulsive 
males (hypothesis 5) and are contrary to the hypothesis 
that impulsive females have higher IQ scores than reflective 
Table 10 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Number of Observations for the Five 
Impuls1v1ty (Conduct Problems) ANOVAs on Intelligence 
Age x Sex x 
Groups 
Males Females 
Younger Older Younger Older 
I Test Reflect. Im uls. Reflect. Im uls. Reflect. Im uls. Reflect. Im uls. 
w VIQ 
.M 113 .21 94.67 104.70 103.86 106.11 103.59 103.00 100.43 [ia 18 .10 10.22 10.66 11.80 16.32 17.04 11.64 13.11 14 12 to 14 9 17 17 7 
W PIQ 
M 115.93 101 .58 109.30 104.71 105.67 101.94 108.00 108.14 
Wl 18.64 10. 15 12.31 11.40 9.46 19.06 12.03 17.22 
w FSIQ 
M 116.07 97.58 107.60 104.64 106.56 103.12 105.76 104.43 
~ 19. 18 8.31 10.50 10.34 12.44 18.03 10.67 15.59 
S-B IQ 
M 122.00 102.33 111.90 109.93 119.89 112.65 110.88 110.43 
.I.ill 17.91 6.14 11.09 14.89 21.02 18.59 11.76 16.58 
Mazes 
M 13.57 8.75 17.40 16.93 9.67 8.82 16.06 17.43 
SJl 7.31 5.94 5.08 4.56 5.29 6.01 6.23 7.30 
3
'The number of observations 1n each cell for the other IQ measures were the ea.me 0\ 
as the number of observations for WPPSI VIQ. \0 
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Table 11 
Analysis of Variance for WPPSI VIQ with Conduct Problems 
as the Measure of Impuls1v1ty 
Source u ti§. l 
Age (A) 1 44.05 <1.0 
Sex (S) 1 27.04 < 1.0 
I:mpulsivi ty (I) 1 878.74 4.44** 
A x s 1 143.97 <.1 .o 
A x I 1 495.11 2.50* 
s x I 1 347.20 1.75 
A x s x I 1 451.67 2.28 
* • 15) J?.)e05 • 
**l?. <..05. 
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Table 12 
Analysis of Variance for WPPSI PIQ with Conduct Problems 
as the Measure of Impuls1v1ty 
Source !! MS F 
- -
Age (A) 1 28.26 l.1.0 
Sex (S) 1 153.76 .c.1 .o 
Impuls1v1 ty (I) 1 1083.88 5.16* 
A x s 1 121 .59 <1.0 
A x I 1 271.80 1.29 
s x I 1 357.53 1.70 
A x s x I 1 49.74 < 1.0 
*.I?.<.·05. 
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Table 13 
Analysis of variance for WPPSI FSIQ with Conduct Problems 
as the Measure of Impulsiv1 ty 
Source gr H.§. E. 
Age (A) 1 2.22 d .o 
Sex (S) 1 92 .16 .i: 1 .o 
Impuls1vi ty (I) 1 1200.03 6.26** 
A x s 1 2,80 ~ 1.0 
A x I 1 477.09 2.49* 
s x I 1 446.20 2.33 
.A x s x I 1 258 .44 1.35 
*· 15)_£).05. 
**.£ <·05. 
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Table 14 
Analysis of Variance for S-B IQ with Oonduot Problems 
as the Measure of Im puls 1 vi ty 
Souroe il ll ! 
Age (A) 1 269.92 1.16 
Sex (S) 1 33.64 < 1.0 
Impuls1vi ty (I) 1 1269.33 5.43* 
A x s 1 216.10 <1.0 
A x I 1 895.49 3.83* 
s x I 1 311 .14 1.33 
A x s x I 1 170.49 <1.0 
*R.<·05. 
Table 15 
Analysis of Variance for WPPSI Mazes with Conduct Problems 
as the Measure of Impuls1v1 ty 
Source 
Age (A) 
Sex (S) 
Impuls1v1 ty (I) 
A x S 
A x I 
S x I 
A x S x I 
*.£(.001. 
.Q.! 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MS 
-
1074.41 
54.76 
55.03 
4.68 
62.70 
51 .28 
6.54 
! 
29.70* 
1.51 
1.52 
< 1.0 
1.73 
1.42 
(1.0 
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fable 16 
Descriptive Statistics for Intellectual J'unct1on1ng of 
Impulsive and Reflective (Conduct Problems) Subjects 
Groups 
IQ Measure Reflective Impulsive 
W VIQ 
d 106.76 101 .08 14.43 13.70 
!! 50 50 
W PIQ 
d 110.06 103.50 13.95 15.05 
W FSIQ 
Ii 109.16 102.40 §Ji 13.86 13.84 
S-B IQ 
l 115.82 109.10 SD 15.oa 15.48 
-
Mazes 
d 14.48 11.38 6.20 5.82 
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females (hypothesis 6). In addition, the age x 1mpuls1vity 
interaction was significant tor S•B IQ, 1(1 1 92)=3.83, R.<•05; 
and approashed s1gn1f1canoe for WPPSi VIQ, f(l,92)=2.50, 
~:'.12; and WPPSI FSIQ, ,l(l,92)::2.49, l?.<.12. The means and 
standard dev1at1cna for the age x 1mpulsiv1ty interaction 
are reported 1n Table 17. These res~lts 1nd1oate 1mpulsivity 
has a negative effect for younger children but bas practi• 
oally no eff eot for older children. Once again, the sex x 
1mpuls1v1ty interaction tailed to be significant tor any 
of the fi·v• measures of intelligence. In add1 tion, the 
age x sex x impula1v1ty interaction also failed to be · 
significant for all of the measures of intelligence. 
Hence, the general hypothesis that sex mediates the 
relationship between impulsivity and intelligence failed 
to be supported. 
In summary, 1mpule1v1 ty as manifested by soo1ally 
disapproved behavior was a negative factor for both males 
and females on both verbal and perfo:nnance 1ntell1genoe 
tests. There was also some 1nd1oat1on that age mediates 
the relationship between 1mpuls1v1ty and intelligence but 
only on primarily verbal tests. 
SUbmiu11on 
It was hypothesized that 1mpuls1v1ty is a positive 
factor in the intellectual performance of females but a 
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Table 17 
Descriptive Statistics for Intellectual Funot1on1ng for 
the Age x Impuls1v1t1 (Conduct Problems) Interaction Effeot 
Groups 
Iounger Old Ii£ 
IQ Mea1ure 
-
Reflective Impu411ve R•fl9ct1ye Impulpive 
s-B IQ 
d 121.77 108 .38 111.38 110.14 19.14 14.84 11.52 15.44 
N 23 
-
29 27 21 
W VIQ 
d 110.43 99.90 10:5.63 102.71 17.44 14.65 11.30 12.23 
W FSIQ 
I 112.35 100.83 106.44 104.57 §12 16.93 14.86 10.61 12.24 
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negat1ve factor for males. Speo1t1cally, 1t was h7pothes1zed 
that boys rated above the median on the scales defining 
the Submission factor (reflective bo7s) have •1gn1ficantly 
higher scores on the five measures of 1ntell1genoe than 
boys rated below the median (impulsive boys) (hypothesis 9) 
and that girls rated below the median on th••• scales 
(impulsive girls) have s1gn1t1cantl7 higher scores on the 
five measures of intelligence than girls rated above the 
median (reflective girls) (h7potheais 10). The meana, 
standard dev1at1ona, and number of obseX"Vat1o:iu1 for the 
age x sex x 1mpuls1v1ty ANOVAs are reported in Table 181 
and the results of the five A.IOVAe are reported in Table• 19 
(WPPSI VIQ), 20 (WPPSI PIQ), 21 (WPPSI FSIQ), 22 (S•B, IQ) 1 
and 23 (WPPSI Mazes). The main effects ot sex and bopula1v1ty 
tailed to be s1gn1t1cant for &Jl1 ot the t1ve ABOVA•I and the 
main ettect of agt was s1gn1t1cant onl1 tor Mazes which was 
expected. Once again, the aex x 1mpula1v1ty interaction 
failed to be sign1t1osnt tor an, of the meaeurea ot 
intelligence. In addition, none of the other interaction 
effects was significant. therefore, the h7potheses that 
males scoring above the median on the SUbm1••1on variable 
have higher scoree on the IQ tests than males scoring below 
the median (hypothesis 9) and that temalea scoring below the 
median have higher soores on the IQ teats than females 
Tabl~ 18 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Number of Observations for the ~1ve ~~e x ~ex x 
Impuls1v1ty (Submission) ANOVAs on !ntel11~enee 
Groups 
Males ll'emales 
Younger Older '!ounQ>er Ol"flll" 
IQ Test Reflect. Impuls. Re fleet. Impuls. Reflect. Tmpuls. ll@l'flect. Tmm.tl~. 
W VIQ 
'M 105.85 103.46 104. '31 104.0Q 105.14 10"7\. ,C:7 1 n~. r::;7 too.An 
Sia 15.22 20.02 11.6A 10.95 16.71 11;.o~ 10.~ 1~.e\O 13 13 13 11 14 12 1A 10 
w PIQ 
M 108.67 109.92 107.77 105.27 101.57 10,.17 10A.C7 1nA.oo sn 17.74 16.31 10.R6 r~.12 19.15 12 .i!:"'i 1?.?? 11:\ .4" 
w FSIQ 
···1. 101.11 107.31 106.54 105.09 10'3.P6 104.~".5 10~.?9 1n4.1,., 
~ 17.52 18.40 10.54 10.44 1~.04 14.Y7 o.c;o 1~.?~ 
S-B IQ 
H. 113.69 112.15 110.15 111.46 117.70 112 .OR 112.11 to~.m 
SD 16.94 17.37 13.81 13.10 21.76 16.54 1~.~ 1?.77 
-
Mazes 
;J 12.00 1().69 1~.69 15.27 P..18 o.c:;o 1~.o~ 1 c:; .PC 8.04 6.10 3.25 5.55 6.17 r;.~ r::;.2~ n.n1 
-
a The number of observations 1n each cell fer the other TO measnreE:t Wflfr.e t'he RQ'mf' 
as the number of observations 'for WPPSI ViQ. 
-4 
\0 
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Table 19 
.Analysis of Variance for WPPSI VIQ with Submission 
as the Mee.sure of Impuls1v1 ty 
Source df u. l. 
-
Age (A) 1 44.05 (1.0 
Sex (S) 1 27.04 1.22 
Impuls1v1ty (I) 1 81.06 <1.0 
A x s 1 19.59 <..1.0 
A x I 1 .40 (1.0 
s x I 1 5.37 < 1.0 
A x s x I 1 23.03 <1.0 
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Table 20 
.Analysis of variance for WPPSI PIQ with Submission 
as the Measure of Impulsivity 
Sou roe df' I§. F 
- -
Age (A) 1 28.26 <1.0 
Sex (S) 1 153.76 <1.0 
Impule1v1ty (I) 1 10.07 <1.0 
A x s 1 350.59 <1.58 
A x I 1 84.82 <1.0 
s x I 1 35.44 <1.0 
A x s x I 1 .01 "<1.0 
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Table 21 
Analysis ot Variance for WPPSI FSIQ with Submission 
e.s the Measure of Impuls1v1 ty 
Source !!: l§. ! 
Age (A) 1 2.22 <1.0 
Sex (S) t 92.16 <1 .o 
Impuls1v1 ty (I) 1 13.27 (1.0 
A x s 1 46.45 <1.0 
A x I 1 26.40 <1.0 
s x I 1 1.00 <t.o 
A x s x I 1 7.31 < t .o 
33 
Table 22 
Analysis of Variance for S-B IQ with Submission 
as the Measure of Impuls1v1 ty 
Source !!!. MS l. 
-
Age (A) 1 269.92 1.03 
Sex (S) 1 33.64 (1.0 
Impuls1v1ty (I) 1 143.27 <1.0 
A x s 1 31.27 <1.0 
A x I 1 29.62 (1.0 
s x I 1 123.86 <1.0 
A x s x I 1 .65 '( 1 .o 
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Table 23 
Analysis of Variance for WPPS! Mazes with Submission 
as the Measure of Impulsivity 
Source .!!!. !§. ! 
Age (A) 1 1074.41 29.06* 
sex (S) 1 54.76 1.48 
Impulsivi ty (I) 1 38.51 1.04 
A x s 1 15.19 < t .o 
A x I 1 24.37 ( 1.0 
s x I 1 28.61 ~ 1.0 
A x s x I 1 • 11 ( 1.0 
*.l.<•001. 
scoring above the med1an (hypothesis 10) tailed to be 
supported. 
get~e28ioa-&mpul11yti1 
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The means, standard deviations, and number of obser-
vations for the five age x sex x 1mpuls1v1ty ANOVAs are 
reported in Table 24; and the results of the individual 
.A.NOVAS are reported in Tables 25 (WPPSI VIQ) • 26 (WPPSI PIQ), 
27 (WPPSI FSIQ), 28 (S·E IQ), and 29 (WPPSI Mazes). Since 
the refleot1on-1mpuls1v1ty dimension is a task measure o! 
1mpuls1v1ty, it was hypothesized that only the main effect 
of 1mpuls1v1ty would be s1gnif1oant. Specifically, it was 
hypothesized that reflective males and females have higher 
intelligence test scores than their impulsive counterparts 
(hypotheses 13 and 14). The main effect of sex was not 
significant for any of the ANOVAs, and the main effect of age 
was s1gn1f1cant only for Mazes which was expected. In 
addition, the main effect of 1mpula1v1ty was not s1gn1f'1oant 
but approached s1gn1f1canoe tor WPPSI PIQ, !(1,50):3.02, J?.<.10; 
WPPSI FSIQ, !(1,50):2.33, R.<•15; S-B IQ, !(1,50)::2.43, R.(.15; 
and WPPSI Mazes, F.(1,50)::2.11, R_(.15. The means for the main 
effect of 1mpuls1v1ty for these tests are reported 1n Table 
30. Refleet1ve children tended to obtain higher scores on 
these tests. While the main effect of 1mpuls1v1ty only 
approached s1gn1f1oanee, the sex x 1mpula1v1t7 1nteraot1on 
Table 24 
Means, Standard Deviations. and Wumber of Obse-rvations for t'he 11'1 Vfl! ~ ,,. .. x ~ .. 'X' x 
Impuls1v1 ty {tlefieot1on-Impuls1v1 ty) AFOVAs on tntfl!l11trflnefl' 
IQ Test 
W V!Q 
M 
2ia 
W PIQ 
d 
W FSIQ 
M 
SD" 
-
S-B IQ 
d 
Mazes 
Males 
Younger 
Reflect. 
105.00 
15.92 
6 
119.00 
17.37 
112 .83 
16.48 
114.33 
16.10 
Impuls. 
103.29 
20.72 
7 
108.29 
22.73 
106.14 
23.67 
113.57 
19.28 
10.11 
6.78 
Groupe 
Older 
Refieet. 
99.70 
11.48 
10 
101 .Bo 
8.0R 
106.20 
12.31 
I 1~.80 
'3. 71 
Impuls. 
109;.00 
10.32 
6 
102 .17 
12.91 
106.17 
11.55 
14.50 
5.54 
TounP"er 
'qe:f'leet. 
110.50 
1~.70 
1~7.7'5 
24.10 
· 12.75 
6.95 
Tmnuls. 
I 
102.60 
14.71 
10 
111.70 
1~.ar; 
10~.44 
1 '21 •!)A 
0 
tli.40 
7.~~ 
!t'tlnuls. 
100.~o 
1?.00 
a The number of oPServations in each cell for the other rn mfl!asurfl!s wf"re thf" samfl! ~ 
as the number of observations for WPPSI VTQ. 
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Table 25 
Analysis of Variance for WPPSI VIQ with Reflect1on~1mpuls1v1ty 
as the Measure of Impuls1v1ty 
Source df MS F 
- - -
Age (A) 1 252 .19 1.30 
Sex: (S) 1 2.79 < 1.0 
Impulsivi ty (I) 1 162.26 < 1.0 
A x s 1 179.57 <_1.0 
A x I 1 420.73 2 .16 
s x I 1 944.45 4.86* 
A :x: s x I 1 1 .18 (1.0 
*l?.<·05. 
8P 
Table 26 
Analysis of Variance for WPPSI PIQ with Reflect1on•impuls1v1ty 
as the Measure of I.mpuls1v1ty 
Source df tF" !. . ;:)
- -
Age (A) 1 329.26 1.49 
Sex (S) 1 175.31 ~1.0 
Impuls1v1 ty (I) 1 666.43 :h02* 
A x s 1 322.60 1.46 
.A x I 1 115.65 <1.0 
s x I 1 13.63 < 1.0 
A x s :x: I7 1 40.61 L. 1.c 
* 'O (. 10. 
-
Table 27 89 
.Analysis of Variance for WPPSI FSIQ with Refleot1on-1mpuls1v1ty 
ae the Measure of Im pn ls 1 vi ty 
Sou roe df u. F 
- -
Age (A) 1 375.58 1.86 
Sex (S) 1 38.30 (1.0 
Impuls1v1 ty (I) 1 468.81 2.33* 
A x s 1 .51 (.1.0 
A x I 1 291.30 1.44 
s x I 1 395.12 1.96 
A x s x I 1 7.96 <,1.0 
*e 15).P.,)e05e 
.... 
SC 
Table 28 
Analysis of Variance for S-B IQ with Refleot1on-impule1v1ty 
as the Measure of Impuls1v1ty 
Source at I]. ! 
Age (A) 1 628.12 2.69 
Sex (S) 1 157.11 < 1.0 
Im pule 1 vi t:r {I) 1 568.oo 2.43* 
A x s 1 76.07 1.46 
A x I 1 395.77 1.69 
s x I 1 1692.07 7.24** 
.A x s x I 1 22.07 < 1.0 
*·15>1?.>·05. 
**:e.<.01. 
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Table 29 
Analysis of Variance for WPPSI Mazes with Refleotion-1mpuls1v1ty 
as the Measure of Impulsivi ty 
Source df MS l. 
- -
Age (A) 1 208.44 5.90** 
Sex (S) 1 48.86 1.39 
Impulsi vi ty {I) 1 74.17 2.11• 
A x s 1 25.17 < 1.0 
A x I 1 70.82 2.02 
s x I 1 9.00 ( 1.0 
A x s x I 1 2.09 (1.0 
•.15>1?.>·05. 
**l?.<·05. 
Table :50 
Deaor1pi1ve Stat1etloe tor Intelleotual Funot1oning of Impulsive 
and Retlectlve (Retleot1on•lmpule1v1t1) Sub3eota 
Groups 
IQ HM11A£! Re£l1ctlv1 IIDtllYI 
W PIQ 
108.83 103.10 ; 13.98 15.70 29 29 
W 1SIQ 
d 107.62 103.10 13.59 ts.1' 
S•J IQ 
d 115.17 111.03 16.24 14.27 
Mazes 
d 14.97 11.69 5.75 6.10 
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was s1gn1ficant for WPPSI VIQ, !(1.50):4.86, ~~·05; and 
s-B IQ, !{1,50)=7.24, ~~.01. The means for the sex x 
1mpuls1v1ty interaction tor these tests are reported in 
Table 31. From inspection of the means in Table 31, the 
difference is clearly between reflective females and 
impulsive females with reflective females obtaihing 
significantly higher WPPSI VIQ and s-B !Q soores. However, 
in order to assees whether reflective males differed from 
impulsive males, Duncan Multiple Range Tests were computed. 
Reflective males did not differ from impulsive males on 
either WPPSI VIQ (.Rl?,:::ll.18) or S-B IQ {.Rl?.=11.41). Hence, 
the refleot1on-1mpuls1v1ty dimension only seems to make 
a difference for females. The other two interaction 
effects were not significant. 
In summary, there was only weak support tor the 
hypotheses that reflective males have higher intelligence 
test scores than 1mpule1ve males. There was support for 
the hypothesis that reflective females have higher IQ 
scores on verbal tests than impulsive females and weak 
support for the hypothesis that reflective females have 
higher IQ scores than impulsive females on nonverbal tests. 
corralation§ ~1tw9en Imiulsiy1tz and Intelligence 
The results of the correlations between the measures 
of 1mpuls1v1ty and the measures of intelligence for males 
Table 31 
Descriptive Statistics for Intellectual Funot1on1ng tor the 
sex x Impuls1vity (Refleot1on-1mpuls1v1ty) Interaction E.f'f eot 
Groupe 
Isnange;r Qldtl 
lQ lf.etsure R1fl19t1ve 1rlU&;l.g1ve Rffleq)1It :tme111x1 
W VIQ 
101 .69 4 105.92 109.07 100.31 13.24 16.81 12.56 13.15 13 16 16 13 
S•B IQ 
d 109.25 113.92 122.46 108.69 13.78 16.58 18.92 12.15 
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and females are reported in Table 32; and the oorrelat1ons 
for the combined groups are reported in Table 33. It 
should be noted that sinoe a speo1!1o direction was 
hypothesized tor the correlations for males and females, 
these correlations were evaluated w1th a one-tailed test. 
Sinoe no hypotheses were formulated for the total group, 
these correlations were evaluated with a two-tailed test. 
In addition, When correlations were in the opposite 
direction of what bad been hypothesized, these correlations 
were also evaluated with a two-tailed test. 
tlpitl 2,! Act19Q 
It was hypothesi'zed that tor males, there is a 
e1gnit1cant and inverse correlation between Units of 
Action scores and the scores on the IQ tests (b7pothesia 3}J 
but tor females• there 1~ a s1gn1t1oant Positive correlation 
between Units of Action eoores and the scores on the IQ 
teat• (hypothesis 4). For males, Units of Action aoores 
were significantly and inversely related onl7 to Mazes raw 
scores {J:= -.27, R. (•05). For females, none of the 
correlations was significant. In fact, there was some 
tendency for Units of Action to be inversely related to 
Mazes scores (,t=-.21). J'or the total group, Units of 
Action was significantly and inversely related to Mazes 
soores (,t=-.27, R.<•05) and tended to be inversely related 
table 32 
correlations between Impule1v1t7 and Intelligence tor Males and Females 
Males 
Dapule1v1ty Intelligence 
Beasun W VIQ W PIQ W J'SIQ S-13 IQ Mazes 
Units of Action .oo -.18 -.10 .oo 
-·304" 
Conduct Problems 
-·''* 
··'°* 
-.34ft -.23 -.22 
SUbm1ss1on -.19 -.22 -.22 -.09 -.31** 
Retlect1on-1mpuls1v1ty -.15 .12 -.01 -.27 .32*** 
Fcalea 
Units of J.ct1on .04 -.13 -.o4 .15 -.21 
Conduct Problems -.13 -.291'* -.23 -.15 -.23 
subm 1.ssion -.11 .10 .01 -.06 .04 
Reflect1on-1mpulsiv1t7 
·''*** .14 .28 .39*** .21 
*!.<•Of tor a one-tailed teat with 49 !!• 
**it<·05 " • two-tailed It .. 49 ft • 
***l?.<·05 " " one-tailed .. • 28 ft • 
\~} 
0\ 
fable 33 
Correlations between Impuls1v1 t1 and Intelligence tor the Total Group 
Impuls1T1Q' Intelligence 
11apre W JIQ 11 :tIO 11 J'SIQ §•B IQ aazes 
Uni ta of Action .01 -.17 -.08 .01 -.21** 
Oonduct Problems -.23* -.28•• -.29** -.20* -.20* 
Subm1as1on -.17 -.09 -.14 -.11 -.18 
Reflect1on-1mpulaiv1ty .oa .14 .t4 .13 .21*** 
*i.<•05 for a two-tailed te~t with 99 4t. 
**P<•Ot ft tt tt • " It 
., ft 
• 
***P<•05 ft .. .. ft .. '' .. 57 ft • 
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to WPPSI PIQ (,t=-.17). Henoe, there was some small support 
for the hypothesis that Units of Action ia inversely related 
to intelligence in males; but no support for the hypothesis 
that Units of Aotion 1s positively rele.te~ to intelligence 
1n females. 
Q9p.dijc~ .PrqbleJ!!ii 
It was hypothesized that for males, there is a 
aign1f1oe.nt and inverse correla.t1on between the Oonduot 
Problems ·variable and. the five IQ measures.. (h7pothes1s · 7). 
and that for females there is a s1gn1t1eant positive 
correlation between the Oond.uot Problems variable 
and the five IQ measures {hypothesis 8). The Conduct 
Problems variable was significantl7 and inversely related 
to WPPSI VIQ (.t.=·•31, J2,<.0l) 1 WPPSI .PlQ (t=-•30t J2. 401) 1 
and WPPSI FSIQ (,£=-.34, R.<•Ol) and tended to be inversely 
related to both S•B IQ (,t=-.23) and Mazes (.r,=-.22).for males. 
For females. the Oonduct Problems variable was generally 
a negative factor instead of a positive one. The 
correlations ranged from -.13 for WPPSI VIQ to -.29 for 
WPPSI PIQ. In faot. Oonduot Problems wae s1gn1f1oantl7 
and inversely related to WPPSI PIQ (~(·05 fer a two-tailed 
test) and tended to, be inversely :related io WP.PSI FSIQ 
(E=-.23) and Mazes (£::-.23). For the total group, all of 
the correlations were significant and inverses WPJ?Sl VIQ 
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( •• 23), WPPSI PIQ (•.28), FSIQ (•.29), S•B IQ (•.20), and 
WPP~l~Mazea (•.20). Hence, there was strong support for 
the hypothesis that for males, Oonduot Problems is 
inversely related to the IQ measures and strong d1soonf1rma-
t1on of the h.ypotheais that the Oonduot Problems variable 
is positively related to IQ scores tor fanalea. 
SU\pipsion 
Since high scores on tb.1• dimension were assumed to 
retlect impulse control and low scores to reflect 1mpuls1v1ty, 
it was h7potheeized that for males, there is a s1gn1f1oant 
and positive correlation between Subm1as1on and the IQ 
tests (hypothesis 11)1 but for females, there 1s a s1gn1t1eant 
and inverse relation between the Submission variable and 
the IQ teats. For males, the SUbmisaion variable was 
generall.J a negative factor instead of a positive one. 
In fact, Submission was sign1t1oantly and inversely related 
to Mazea (.£=••31, R,(.05 tor a two-tailed test) and tended 
to be inversely related to WPPSI PIQ (ro•.22) and FSIQ 
-
<z••.22). For females. none of the correlations were 
significant or even approached significance. The correlations 
ranged from •.11 for WPPSI VIQ to .10 tor WPPSI PIQ. For 
the total group, all of the correlations were negative 
ranging from -.09 tor WPPSI PIQ to -.17 for VIQ and -.16 for 
Mazes. The correlations for WPPSI VIQ and Mazes approached 
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s1gnif1canoe. Hence, the hypotheses that Subm1ss1on 1s a 
positive factor 1n the intellectual performance of males 
but a negative factor for females failed to be supported. 
gefl@e£1on-!mpuls1y1ii 
Since this is a task measure of 1mpuls1v1ty, and 
since it is a dichotomous dimension, it was hypothesized 
that there is a s1gn1f1oant positive point-biserial correla-
tion between this dimension and the five IQ measures 
(hypothesie 15). Reflective males obtained higher raw 
scores on WPPSI Mazes C.tpb=·'2' l!.~·05) than impulsive males, 
and reflective females obtained higher scores on WPPSI VIQ 
C.tpb=•31, l?.(•05) and S•B IQ C.tpb=-39) and tended to obtain 
higher scores on FSIQ (4.pb=.28). 1or the total group, 
refleot1ve children obtained higher scores only on the 
Mazes (.£pb=•27, .;.z.05). Hence, there was some support for 
the hy:pothes1s that the reflect1on-1mpuls1v1ty d1mena1on 
is related to intelligence. 
!he results of the above oorrelat1ou parallel the 
resulis ot the ABOVAs. 
Q9tr1lati9n9 ~etween llu!. Impu,11tjtz 11asure1 
The correlations between each of the measures of 
1mpuls1v1ty for males, females, and the total group are 
reported in Table 34. It was hypothesized that Units of 
Action and Oonduot Problems are positively related to one 
Table 34 
Correlations between the Impula1v1ty Measures 
for Me.lee, l'ema.les, and the Tota.1 Group 
Males 
Impuls1v1ty 
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UA OP Sn 
-
Units ot Aot1on (UA) 
conduct Problem•. (OP) 
submission (Sn) 
Re.tleot1on•1mpuls1v1ty 
conduct Problems 
Subm1as1on 
Reflect1on•1mpuls1v1ty 
Conduct Problems 
.26* 
-.19 
-.10 
Females 
.06 
-.20 
.-.27 
rotal 
.16 
-.23 
-.04 
-.02 
Sulu1sa1on -.21** -.18 
Retleot1on•1mpuls1v1t7 -.20 -.16 
*l?.<•05 tor a one-tailed test with 49 J!• 
**l?. <·05 " " " 'tt ti tt 99 h. 
-.15 
.18 
.oo 
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·• 
another (hypothesis 16). There was some support for this 
hypothesis tor males (~=.26, .2.<•05), no support for females, 
(.06) nor for the total group (.16). It was also hypothesized 
that the Submission variable is inversel7 related to both 
the Units of Action and Oonduot Problems var1ablea 
(hypothesis 16). '!'here was also only weak supper' tor 
this hypothesis in that Subm1ss1on tended to be 1nveraely 
related to Uni ts of Action for females ( •.20) • tended to 
be inversely related to bo·th Units of Action (-.19) and 
oonduct Problems (-.23) for males, and was s1gn1f1cantly 
and inversely related to Units of Action <.t-··21, .2.(•05) for 
the total group and tended to be inversely related to 
Oonduo' Problems (-.18) for the total group. For the 
refleot1on-1mpuls1v1t;y dimension, it was hypothesized that 
this dimension is positively related to Submiaaion but 
inversely related to Units of Action and OOnduot lroblems 
(hypothesis 17). The reflect1on-1mpule1v1ty dimension 
was not s1gn1f1oantly related to any of these measures tor 
males and temalea {jt=28) or for the total group <!t.=57). 
Hence, there was no support tor hypothesis 17. 
In summary, 1 t would seem th.at the tour measures of 
1mpuls1v1tJ measure v1rtuall7 independent factors. 
OH.APTER IV 
1}1aguse1on 
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Although the correlations between the measures of 
impule1v1ty were reported last, it ia appropriate to 
consider these correlations betore oons1der1ng their 
relationship to intelligence~ The tact that the measures 
of 1mpula1v1ty were unrelated or only el1ghtl7 related 
is not too surprising since the measures appear rather 
heterogeneous and since other studies have found that 
some of their mea•urea of 1mpule1v1ty tailed to be related 
to one another. This state of affairs 1• probably due 
to the situation that 1mpula1v1ty has a number of eeparate 
aspects. Hence, impulaivity should not be considered a 
single entity. It would seem that this investigation 
tapped several aspect• of 1mpule1v1t1. and that is whJ 
the t1nd1ngs for the different measures were somewhat 
different. 
Eetore considering the relat1oneh1p between the 
various measures ot .1mpule1v1 t7 and 1ntell1genoe, attention 
should be d1reoted to the SUbmiss1on var1able. The Submission. 
variable had been assumed to be a measure of impulse control 
with reflective subjects obtaining high scores and impulsive 
subjects obtaining low scores. However, the correlat1onal 
data indicated that Submission was generall7 a negative 
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factor 1n the intellectual P•rformanoe of malee. S1nae 
these reeulte are 1nconsietent with the other findings of 
this etudy that 1mpula1vi ty was a negative factor 1n the 
intellectual performance of males, the negative cor:relatio:ne 
between the Subm1ss1ou dimension and the IQ measures ra1ses 
the question whether SUbmiseion taps impulse control. 
Altllough some of the oharacter1st1os '8pped b7 this dimension 
appear to be attributes of retleo,1ve males 1 and although 
Submission waa though' to retleot soc1alJ.7 positive 
behavior, Submis•ion does not appear ~o measure lmpulae 
control. It probably measures that its IUlae 1mpl1ee. 
Sinoe the tel'ID Submission suggests a frightened, timid 
orientation, 1t, 1s probably not surprising that it was a 
negative taotor in the intellectual perfol'manoe of males. 
However, one may also entertain the h7pothes1s that for 
male• Submissiou reflects overoontrol, and henoe, it 
wo.uld tall on the descending right of an inverted T1 
curvilinear function between intell1genoe over 1mpulsivit7. 
Therefore, the lower the Subm1••1on ecore o .• e., the higher 
the 1mpul.s1v1ty) don to the median, the h1ghe~ the IQ 
score will be. 
'turning to the relatiftn.1•h1p between the measures of 
1mpuls1v1 ty and the measures of intelligence, the main 
etteot of 1mpuls1v1ty 1a considered first oetore the inter-
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action effects. Impuls1v1ty as manifested by the tendency 
to engage in a variety of activity (Units of Aotion) was 
a negative factor for both males and females 1n the 
exeoution of maze tasks and, to some extent. was a negative 
factor in the execution of performance tasks; however, this 
form of 1mpuls1v1ty was u.nrelated to verbal tasks (WPPSI 
VIQ and s-B IQ). Oronbaoh (1970) observed that performance 
tasks generally.demand a longer period of sustained attention 
and more often require deliberate analysis than verbal 
tasks. Hence, it is not surprising that this study found 
that 1mpuls1v1ty as manifested by the tendency to engage 
in a variety of tasks only affected performance tasks. 
However, when one considers more serious aspects of 
undercontrol, suoh as the tendency to engage 1n socially 
disapproved behavior (Oonduct Problems), 1mpuls1v1ty is a 
negative factor !or both the perfo.rmanoe of verbal and 
nonverbal tasks. Although both fozms of 1mpuls1v1ty 
are negative factors in intellectual performance, it should 
be noted that the magnitude of the difference in IQ scores 
between reflective and impulsive subjects only ranged 
between 5 to 7 points. When one considers that the 
standard error for WPPSI FSIQ scores and S•B IQ scores is 
roughly 5 points (Oronbaoh, 1970) and the standard error 
for WPPSI VIQ and PIQ are respectively about 6 and 7.5 
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points, the difference between reflective and impulsive 
subjects 1a, to say the least, not striking. Two tacts 
should also be noted. First, since the subjects were 
assumed to be essentially nonnal children, a dramatic 
difference between reflective and impulsive subjects was 
not likely to occur. Second, this small but s1gn1f1cant 
difference 1a consistent with Levine's (1966) review of the 
literature on the relationship between 1mpuls1v1ty and 
1ntell1genoe in wale adolescents. 
!'or the re£leot1on-1mpuls1v1ty dimension, the main 
effect of impulsivity only approached s1gn1ficanoe for 
WPPSI PIQ, WPPSI FSIQ, S-B IQ and Mazes; hence, the null 
hypothesis could not be rejeoted. These results are 
consistent w1 th Kagan' s (l966a) report that the refleotion-
impuls1 v1 ty dL~ension is orthogonal to intelligence. 
However, it might be noted ~hat one of the !actors that 
may have contributed to the nons1gn1f1oant results was 
the fact that the number o! observations was emall. It is 
possible that with a larger number of observations the 
nearly s1gn1.f1c.a..ut results would have been aign1.f1cant. 
Hence, further research 1a recommended. 
W1 th regard to the sex x impuls1v1 ty interaction, there 
was generally no support for the hypothesis that sex 
mediates the relationship between global measures of 
impuls1v1ty and 1ntell1genoe. This situation is not 
surprising for the Conduct Problems measure. If t as 
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Macooby (1966) hypothesized• impulsivity has an inverted U 
curvilinear relationship to intellectual performance, the 
tendency to engage in socially disapproved behavior would 
probably be located on the descending part of the curve 
even for essentially normal children. Henoet social 
delinquency would have a negative effect on the intellectual 
performance of both males and females. However, the fact 
that the sex x 1mpuls1v1ty interaction was not significant 
for Units of Action is surprising since Units of Action was 
s1m1lar to the instruments used 1n studies which found that 
impule1v1ty was a positive factor in the 1ntelleotual 
performance of females. These studies generally did not 
use IQ scores as measures of intellectual performance but. 
instead, used other measures such as style of categoriza-
tion. Hence, it may be that while global 1mpulsiv1ty is a 
positive factor in some areas of cognitive performance for 
females, it has no positive effect upon performanoe on IQ 
tests. An alternate hypothesia is possible, however; the 
studies finding 1mpuls1v1ty to be a positive factor for 
females generally used preschool ohildren. Hence, 1t is 
possible that 1mpuls1v1ty may gnly be a positive factor 
tor females at this age level. This point is given further 
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consideration in the section on the age x sex x 1mpuls1v1ty 
interaction. 
Having considered the sex x impuls1v1ty interaction 
for the global measures of impulsiv1ty, it is appropriate 
to consider this interaction for the task measure of 
1mpuls1vity, the re!lection-1mpuls1vity dimension. 
Reflective females obtained significantly higher scores 
on verbal tasks (WPPSI VIQ and S-B IQ) than impulsive 
females while reflective males only tended to obtain 
higher scores on these tests than impulsive males. These 
results were not expected since Kagan (l965,l966a, l966b) 
has repeatedly reported that the reflect1on-impulsiv1ty 
dimension was unrelated to verbal skills as measured by 
WISO VIQ. Xhe fact that tb.e sex x refleot1on-impuls1v1ty 
interaction was significant may have been the result of the 
faot that the present study used an apparently superior 
method of examining the relation between the reflect1on-
impule1v1 ty d1.mens1on and intelligence than Kagan has 
typically used. ·However, this significant interaction is 
still puzzling because Kagan has typically used dependent 
variables which are likely to correlate with verbal intelli-
gence (e.g., word reading, inductive reasoning) but has not 
generally found significant sex x refleot1on-1mpuls1vity 
interactions. Hence, the s1gn1£1oant sex x reflection-
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impulsiv1ty interaction should be regarded cautiously until 
further research oan be performed. It is possible that 
the significant sex x reflect1on-impuls1v1ty interaction 
which was found is an artifact of the small number of subjects 
and large number o! analyses performed. 
With regard to the age x 1mpuls1v1ty interaction, the 
age x 1mpulsiv1ty (Units of Action) interaction was signifi-
cant for Mazes; and the age x 1mpulsiv1ty (Conduct Problems) 
interaction was significant for s-B IQ and approached 
significance for WPPSI VIQ and FSIQ. While 1mpuls1v1ty was 
a negative factor in IQ test performance, it appears that 
1mpuls1v1ty is primarily a negative factor for preschool 
children and not for children of school age. The differences 
in IQ scores for the age x impulsivity (Conduct Problems) 
1nteract1on was roughly 13 points tor S•B IQ and about 10 
points for WPPSI VIQ and FSIQ with younger reflective 
children obtaining higher scores than younger impulsive 
children. These results may be due to the fact that 
younger children have fewer internalized controls and are 
generally more distractable than older children. Hence, 
1mpuls1v1ty in younger children may only further decrease 
their ability to provide the sustained attention which IQ 
tests generally require. It should be noted that there 
has not been any other research on the role o! age es a 
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mediator of the relationship between 1mpuls1vity and 
intelligence. Hence, further research is recommended to 
corroborate these findings as well as to determine if the 
role of age as a mediator occurs at other age levels. 
Finally, turning to the age x sex x impulsivity 
interaction, it should be noted that this three way 
interaction was not significant for any of the measures of 
impulsivi ty. lrence, one must conclude that age and sex do 
not act together to mediate the relatlonship between 
impulsiv1ty and intelligence. However, this three way 
interaction on WP?SI VIQ and S-B IQ approached significance 
.for the Units of Action measure. Specifically, younger 
impulsive females tended to obtain higher scores on these 
two IQ tests than younger reflective females. However, 
for both younger and older males 1mpula1 vi ty had no effect. 
The data for females were the only findings which were 
consistent with Mac co by' s hypothesis that 1mpuls1 vi ty may 
be a pos1t1ve factor in the intellectual performance of 
females. The only comment to be made is that, perhaps, 
there is some valldity in Maccoby 1 s ideas, but her 
hypothesis is li:nited to preschool females. It is 
recommended that future research use an age x sex x 
impuls1v1ty factorial design with the identical measures 
used in the studies which found that 1mpuls1v1ty was a 
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positive factor in the intellectual performance of females. 
1his future research could provide a more definitive 
test of Maccoby 1s theories. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMJ.RY 
A 2x2x2 (;:1ge x sex x 1mpulsiv1 ty) factorial design was 
used to determine if impulsivity affects the intelligence 
test perfor-;nance of young children and to determine if age 
and sex mediate the rela tio:cship between impulsi vi ty and 
intelligence. T'here were three global n:. easures of 
impuls1v1ty (tni ts of Action, Conduct Problems, and Submission); 
however, there was evidence to indicate that Submission did 
not assess impulsivity. In addition, there was one task 
measure of impulsivity, a simplified version of Kagan's 
Matching Familiar Figures Test. There were five measures 
of intelligence (the Verbal IQ, Performance IQ, Full Scale IQ, 
and the raw scores from the Mazes subtest of the Wechsler 
Preschool and :Primary Scale of IntelligencE::; a.nd the IQ 
from the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale). 
The findings were: (a} for less serious aspects of 
impuls1vity (U~its of Action), impulsivity is a slightly 
negative factor for both males and females but only on 
performance tests of intelligence; (b) however, for more 
serious aspects of impulsivity (Conduct Problems), 1mpul-
s1v1ty is a negative factor for both males and females on 
both verbal and nonverbal IQ tests; (c) sex does not 
mediate the relationship between global measures of 
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:tmpulsivity and intelligence; (d) but sex may mediate 
this relationship for Kaga.n's refJ.eot1on-1mpulsivity 
dimension; (e) age appears tc mediate the relationship 
between global measures of irupulsivity and intelligence 
with 1mpuls1vity being a more negative factor £or 
presohool children; (f) but, age does not mediate thie 
relationship for the task measure; (g) a thr·ee way 
interaction only approached significance, and it was 
suggested that Macooby's hypothesis that illpulsivity may 
be a positive factor in the intellectual performance of 
females may only apply to preschool females; and (h) the 
various measures of impuls1vity either £ailed to be 
correlated or were only slightly related to one another. 
Further research was recommended. 
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NAME: BIRTH DATE: 
PARENT 1S NAMES: SEX: 
FATHER: AGE: MOTHER: .AGE: 
EDUCATION: EDUCATION: 
OCCUPATION: OCCUPATION: 
Please list the first names, ages and grade in school for all of your children from 
oldest to youngest. Put an * in front of the name of the child in this project. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
What language is spoken at home? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
What language did your child learn first? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Were there any difficulties associated with your pregnancy and delivery with this 
child? If so, describe briefly: 
What was his condition as a newborn infant? 
Has your child ever 
been seriously ill? 
had seizures or convulsions? 
had a high fever? 
been seriously injured? 
Have any of your other children presented serious medical or learning problems? If 
so, please describe briefly: 
Are there other factors which you think might be influencing your child 1 s intellect-
ual development? 
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Tbo Un1ta ot Action · (UA) score· for Plq 1 or Play 2 eonsists of th.a 
· total number ot units OCQ~ing. during the ti.rat 20 min. of each period. 
In genaral, an aot:l.vity 1s scored r.w a aparate unit vhen 2•e behavior 
ougg;>eta a ehang1t ln goal or toout.I ot attention. 
The ti.mo. spent in \he aotion asaigrlGd aUA rating is not&d tor each 
' ' 
unit. When a u..'lit is not complete because of the 20 min. lbit, 'liha 
ele.psed tima tor the aet1vit7 oeotn'Ting prior to tbi• limit ia assignsd 
to tbe unit. Activity involwd ln tho transition t"rom ona activity to 
'---.'---another 18. not scored aa a separate unit when !!'a intention is obvious 
'" I 
and. no loitering occur&. In this castt, the time interval between tha 
ao·Uv1t1os is counted with tba mv Bo\1vit7. Hovewr, vhen the transi-
tion involwo a delay, distraction, OI" UMDOOSA17 wnderin~i, it is 
f.~UeI.1~ !~ sc~rinfil ynit§ ~ Action 
1. D.if.:t<?.roni ~y1tie,f! ~d;~g ,9g'1;'gr::gn!i, sa!?.J.ecmg. 
A sin@.e completo nctivity pre®ded end followed by different 
c~t1v1t1G" 1n tsrms of objocta or pleythingtJ uo:sd, toous of attention, or 
t:'}u3 o:f Ol.!Jll"aSSion f.o ccored no 1 unit. Hot."3vor, an c.etivit;r involving 
C'.)V...,rnl dut"oront objoo·ts which m:J¥ ba mQanioafu.Uy grouped togother in 
t-:irms of claoo, location, or 1 •o und1fforentlatod treatment of them. io 
ocorod aa l unit. In add!tion,a i;;ort.od of ro.t~r eonaral.1~ attention 
to a· nu:.nber ot objects such aa might occur during episodes of vmndering 
c7JOut t!J.3 room io eco1>cd a.a a c:ill(!lo unit. In g3neraJ.. l•unit ratings of 
c.otivitieo inwlving difteren:t objoclis aro mndo whsn the aesign:nent of 
c:i.porata rat1n:;stl would b9 ditfioul.t or 1.inpoosible and the aotivity may oo 
!-!:lro nmo.nint;fully subaunwd undor a ad.ngle unit such u 1twndering." 
Scorablv as 1 units Building a block tower (preceded by doll 
play and followd by drawing)-talking to! (preeadsd by looking 
out of tlls winc1ow end. tollowd by pll.lY vlth bears)-placin€ a 
variety of toys in the l.'i.lgon without peying particular attention 
to an,y ona-w-nlking S!'ound the room and looking at different 
objaots without bocoining invol wd vith any one object for morllf> 
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·than a t'av 1econdo-aotivit1 around tha w:l.ndow involving looking 
out, ta~ping fingers on eW., and poking at glass (see also UA, 
&tot. 4). · . 
a. ~~;do1 st su.uemnts nfitvJ.!•$.na !h~ !~1g .em 2bJaets. 
· Aotlvitiea with tho ca~ obj~ota or playt.hings are soorad as sepa• 
rat3 unita wan each roprocont" 1.1 diocroto o.ot.1vit;y \&1ch would be scored 
eB l unit U it ooolllTOd C'lparatoly. ,In cddit1on, pl&J' with the sa.m3 to7 
or BTO\JP ot toya is d:lvldod into eopero:te uni.ta wilen the ongoing activity 
wu.ld ba uaignad d:U"ferem quality of plQ1' rating (e.g., inspeotion wr-
OU!J £afltaq play). . . . 
Scorcble aa 2 01" core units1 A series ot drawings, ea~1 on a 
cwparato pieoa ot·papar (l uni' per drawing)-tw or more draw-
ingG on a. oingle sho3t where the oontont or .§•a oommants suggest 
tho7 are WU"OlatGd ouch as a houae and writing (1 unit for each 
~para.to part)-bulld1ng a block structure ard later uaing tha 
blocks for a mw structure or piling them :l.n the ~'On (2 units) 
-1nspoo·tion or simple manipulation ot a toy to see mw it works 
i'ollo~ by £cnta91 aot1vit1 involving tne toy (2 unita}-push-
lng th3 blooks around aimlessly and then integrat1r..g tuem into a 
structure (2 unita)-building a block structure followed by 
rathor prolontjSd destruation o£ 1 t and finally loading the hl.oo~ 
ln tha ~gon \3 units)-c.tdng different objects from Play Doh 
such as a dish, enako, am parson (1 unit per objeot)-diff'er-
onttatGd aotivit1 and ,Pl'Olo~d nttontion to toys ot the same 
claou as drec9ing c.ndf or undrossina ~rabars ot tho doll fW11ily 
01' giving big b:la:r and llttla ooa.r eoparate rides 1n the wagon 
(1 unit fo?' tho aotlrity with each osmbar of the toy group). 
Scorable as l unit• Ropot1t1ona ot tho aama activity or repeated 
etto=wts to attain mom.3 goal (o.a robuildina a block towar which 
tclls)-slicht var1at1ona on a s1nclo tl~m (as making pancakes 
ultb ihy Dah)-mldcg ~v"ral c.U.fforont obJecta tram Play Doh 
Qlf:ih ccmbioo into a 0111310 unit (as root aD1 oggs or dish with 
foc!l)-rapidly OJir.>Olrtod oe·~1v1t1oo vith toys ot the same type 
wh3n ti doea not troat tJ1or:1 in a d!fforootiatod manner (sa romov-
t.ng tb.9 chooo from all tltl dolls ln qulc!t auocosa1on or piling 
all tbo eolls in tho \.<l(lo>ll for a rid~). . 
!JD~'.:~2.n1 2.t b:'£fllm .!!l .2!!::?~ n.cm~vtt::z. 
u.. nJ. r:M,~Bty; L~t~ Afl\it'ri~L~ ~1,;110!!1~!'!l.G::l2b~sma ll1tJ1 
!J~:Str-::1r::-.i. ~.nf-11J!'i· 
'2L.::J oc"}rtng of intcrruptiono · c.rising from o.ctiv:lty with d1i'fol"0nt 
· c ~'.'-' lo n op,cinl c'.'.co of dli'.foront aetivitiotil with ditfaNnt objeota 
· ::,., 1) cmd, con:o(ltt'.Jr.tl;r, th!:> intorruption 1o ocored aa 1 unit. Uow-
. ,, :ln tho c::icc of 1nterrupt1ono, tho intorpolo.tod activity 1a often 
·.· : ·:.• e>:1:1/or ir.co::.ploto ond, oo ouch, may oocsP3 attention. This 1a 
. ! 
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oopooiall7 tru.3 'l.lh(!n t1:.3 t.nt-:Jrrus>tio~ 1nvolws aotivit1 vith the aa.ma 
objecto but tha intont of t'.:!>O aetivi~y 01" qu:l.U.ty ot plsy lewl is diftor-
ont. In both imt!'.l.llt:3s, t!:!.'3 int'.:li""ru:;;;tod cotlvit7, the interruption, and 
tbo s~quant activity (a difforont. notivit7 or the r•u11.apt1on of tho 
original activity) ere ecc'.l SC'.>red a~ 1 uni\. 
Soorahl.e ns 3 uni ta: Building with blocks interrupted by poriod 
ot poun:iit'l.3 a bl.cc~ on floor bafOl'O building aotlvit1 reswi:ad-
drawing intowtQt'°'..A to look a' block am drawing rostm3<1-tondle 
and talk to lPa.r, ~ld ca.NJ.as~ vhlle looking out of vindov, 
aDd Nturn to ploy v1tll boars-bamul' on block, hold in hand 
vhlle tcl.king to 13 about dollo, arld oomr.ance draving-interru.pt 
drtluing or plo1 vith Doh to show! p:rog!'esa (especUUl;y involving 
holdi~ up production, carrying to ohov! or sitting back so~ 
is no lo:i.g:Jr engneod in eotivit1) bofoN resuming aetiTity (Not.ea 
It !i's ottantion t'CltnlllS tocU30d on mat h• 18 doing suggested 
by continued wrk on produ.otion and/or talk of what ha 1s doing, 
the shoving io conatdarod an owrlapptna ae\1vit7 ard la not 
eeored aa a separate unit). 
b. !Lt !.l!l.'!1i~z, $!2Dt~rmlntion, 1£!! 2' 9\tsntion, W• 
Cbang?Ja from aotiv1t7 to relatlw 1naotb1.t7 (eitttng, standing, 
looking) e.ro scored aa 1 or 2 units. Whan tha interval ot tnaotinty aug-
CJata a poriod ot contemplation, planning, or uncertainty about. the next 
otap in th3 ongoing activity am otwntion is to~ mainly on the objects 
of tha prior aotivit7, th3 p;.n-lod of oot1vity and 1naotivity are scored 
ca l unit. U the originnl activity ls reo~d, tm ent.ire sequanc9 is 
cc.:orcd as 1 unit. It a ditteren:t actlnt1 18 initiated after the 1nter-
'i:~1l tho GSqusnco 1& acored u 2 units. 
lfMn th3 original aotirlty is intarrupted bf a pariod ot inactivity 
D~''.'C'.)Oting lc::ia of attontion o.nd a c::iarch for a nav sotivity as reflected 
LJ or ..J:ral.1f.3d looking a.rou.nd, wrb:J.l.1sratioruJ1 Cl" mowm3nt awa::r fron:i the 
o.c.>iGircl ai::tivity, th.3 not1vity and tha 1tttorval are scored as 2 units. 
':~:~::J0 aa v1th interruptions in ~-omral, tha entiro coquanca including the 
r_r '.1=':~:iqt!.)ot nativity io scored oe 3 units regeralocs of whether tha original. 
1' ~ ::.!l.'V'lty is reau.11Sd or a difforcnt aotiTit;y initiated. Ewn whon .§ con-
, :,:1.nr::d to hold tm objoot ucod in ths original activit1, if' tile object 
· ~~:"'C'-:.~o to bl temporarily .forgotten aixl is not U3ed, the interwning activ-
'-7 1'.J ocored aa a copsrata u..1115.t. 
An exc::;ption to th'J OC'.':71ng ot an interruption aa a separate unit. 
<1~:-a t::l'l::m th3 interruption ia VfJey' briot (1.o., loss than 10 000.). 
, ~ 11·.d~H: Bto.n"~'.)a at !! o~ oth~r objoots aN not ocored as separata units. 
, fl«~.·tk.:ir discussion of thio point nse Section 4. 
Scoroblo o.o l unit: · Drawing, sits rock to study ba.nd1work ard 
oc~:J~Jionally g.lanc::lo at § 1 e.oo roeu.r;;,ption of dravint-building 
uith block3, cra.wlu a.Mur..d structure to look at other aide, and 
roaU:~Ja building activity. 
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Scorn'bla as 2 unitoa Building with bloolts, aits ba.ok and tcp;;;i 
f'loor with block umt \.'OU.dors how to tit block in 1'1Ue looking 
at structuro, E.lholrtJB ooad as it unable to deoide and starts con-
versation with !ifi-trioa to JUke dolla sit up in wagon, dolls 
fall owr arid Q GttU'QB moodU7 at t.bGm.1 sighs and turna to ple:;r 
with blocks. 
Scorable ao 3 unit!u Drawing, £l leana back and ga~s around 
room and a·t othor toyo, reaumaa drawing activity-pulla wagof) 
' around roo;:n, pD.tWOS to look out ot vindow while still holding 
wagon cord, gontinuos to pull vagon around room. 
4. 1~!rat4li\~ ~ .t.~a!dl.x n!t,,,n:nating a.9!!xitio~. 
Tl."O acrtlviti.es 04ilcurring simultamouoly, or in rapid alterootion, 
t.'ho~ tho asaignm.ant ot tws would be dU'ficult a..""-e scored as l W:rl.t. 
'.!.'h1s QJ.Bsaif'ication is di.ff'erentiated from interruptions because the on-
c:;oin~ activity is either continuous or aubject to only very briei' (lasa 
than 10 oao.) d1aruptionl3. GlanQing quickly at ~ or talking while engav:ad 
in pla,y and requesting ~ to look at progr>e3S 1n ongoing activity aX"$ the 
lllOSt frequent soureos oZ simultaneous activity scored as 1 unit. 
Scorable as 1 unit a RoP3atodly calling attention to progresa in 
making block atructUl"e without interrupting aotivity ("Look.J Nou 
I •m putting the door in • • • Loold This ia going to ba tho 
vindov" na §. placoa b.looks)-lookin.3 quickly at .m, or around the 
room 'While drawing-talking to oolt about ongoing activity-
rapld alternation ot te.nta.ay plJ.v and explanations to i (as a 
'OOlophona conversation in which §. tel.ks to imaginar7 friend and 
:roporta \lhat f'.riend baa eaidto i alld vbat he will say to friend 
and then doea so). . 
I 2/ 
----------
Child's t~ 
Respondent: r~·i~o7t~h-e-~----~F~a~~~,r~.e-r----....,,,T~e-a-c~h-e-r-.~~-
Date 
~------------~ Pretest 
----
:--~~~~-~~~--? o st :,est __ , __ 
We would like to have a general picture of 
For example, if you are ~ivcn +.hi=i choice: 
!>, ~II !>, I " r-1 <D . ()) .-. +:> r-1 +.) 
c'j ~I +i <1l i ~ !=-1 ..c $..i (J) b.J <Il ~ 'T.l ·rl i ·rl '"tJ 
' 
r;.1 (") ~ " r-1 I 0 'D ? E U) E ? quiet I_ _li_ _L __ J __ l noisy 
1. First ask yourself if he is basically a ,gu_iet n.r Latil'-'o.11~r ., .n.95.?Y. d1ild, 
2. If he is basicall~ a guiet child, you will u3e the half of the line 
which is closer-to the 'WOrd 11 quiet. 11 
Then ask yourself: is he very quiet, moderatelz_ quiet, or sltggtly 
quiet and place a check mark on the quiet half of the line under the 
word which tell~ how quiet he is. 
For example, if. he is slightly ouiet, it will look like this: 
h f::( r-1 
<D f::( f::( C) +:> +:> 
('j +> +:> m $..i ..c ..c $..i 
!>, 0 bD hD (]) ~ .... 'T.l ·rl ·rl '"tJ 
<D 0 r-1 r-1 0 (]) 
? I E 
(!) {I) E ? 
quiet ! ___ i _ _L~/'_JJ ! noisy 
J. If he is basicallv a noiJ!y child, put a check mark on the noisy half of 
the line and show if he is §lightly noisy, !1lC:J.9.fil3tely noisy, or ver_y noisy. 
For example, if he -J_s :y_::i::y QQ. isv, the line will look like this: 
!>, :::>, 
r·I r-1 
(J) :::>, 
,:( (J) +:> . r-1 +:> 
(\j +.:> +:> (\j 
H .c ..c ,_. 
:::>, Q) bD OD Q) !>, 
H 'r.1 ·rl ·rl '2 ~ 
I""'" Ple.ase ao th1s 1·or eaon or t.ne 10.L..i.owing .Lines. ~ -1-
active 
extroverted 
sociable 
cruel 
conscienceless 
dominant 
happy 
' . 
dull minded 
loving 
' demanding 
trusting 
tough 
jealous 
quick 
curious 
optimistic 
warm 
impatient 
responsive 
adventurous 
!:I :, !?! ~ ~ .s .lo) "' ~ ..c $-4 CD bO bO CD .,, oM ;!:I ~ ~ 0 M B fl.I fl.I B 
,., 
inactive 
introverted· 
unsociable 
kind 
conscientious 
submissive 
depressed 
..,__...., _____ ...... _ _..,. ____ ( intelligent 
not loving 
not dematding 
distrusting 
sensitive 
not jealous 
slow 
uninqu~ring 
__________ ..._ __ _.., ________ __..._ __ I pessimistic 
oold 
__________ .._ __ ....,.. _____________ .I patient 
_______________ __, ____________ ___ I aloof 
------------------------------~ I timid 
BE CERTAIN YOU HA VE PUT ONE CHECK MARK ON EACH LINE 
soft-hearted 
colorful 
outgoing 
irritable 
real 
prone to anger 
me~ningless 
interesting 
confident 
formed 
noisy 
masculine 
shallow 
!earful 
unpredictable 
likes school 
poor memory 
excitable 
conceited 
disorderly 
... , 
-2-
!:I !:! !:! ~ .s +> ,., 
aS ~ ~ aS ~ "4 "4 Cl) bO bO CD t> 
"" 
.;:I ;:I 
"" ~·· 0 i ~ a Ct.I Ill 
I hard hearted 
I colorless 
I self-centered 
I easy going 
+---+--...---+---t----1-- I unreal 
,._ _ _., __ ,.._ _ _..., __ ,.__--1-- I not prone to ange~ 
-t---+--+----+---t----1-- I meaningful 
+---+---t---+----+--t---1 boring 
"--_ __,.. __ _,__--+--+--...... --· I feels inadequate 
.._ _ __. ____ ....,. __ ...._ ____ I formless 
.._. ____________ ,.._ _______ ..__ __ I quiet 
_______ ...., _________ f feminine 
..,._ ______ --i ____ ,.._ __ _.. ________ f deep 
----------+---------I not fearful 
.._ ____________ _,_ __ _.... ____ ..._ __ f stable 
-----------+---------- I dislikes school 
..... -----------+---------- I good memory 
.._ __ _._ __ __,,~~+-------_..--~I calm 
""-_ __.. __ ...__ ...... __ ...._ _ _. __ _. self-critical 
BE CERTAIN YOU HAVE PUT ONE CHECK MARK ON EACH LI.NE 
anxious 
interested 
disobedient 
truthful 
tense 
subject to distraction 
emotional 
strong willed 
independent 
exhibitionistio 
• -3-
!:t ~ !:t (I) !:! (I) +:» +) ~ +:» clS ... ~ .a .a J-1 (I) b.D b.D Cl> ~ 'g •rl .,; "O CD ...... ...... 0 ~ f> s .{/) {/) a 
I nonchalant 
I bored 
I obedient 
I lying 
e-----+----....-----ii-----1---+----I relaxed 
+----+---t--~i------1---+---I able to couae.ntrate 
1-----+----1-----ii----+----+-----f selfoontained 
1----+----+---+---t--~~-f weak willed 
a----1-----11------1-~--1----...---I dependent 
mode-st· 
difficult to discipline .,__ ______ ..,__ ....... ,___....,. __ +--- easily disciplined 
attention avoiding 
irresponsible 
nervous 
not helping 
inf an tile 
obstructive 
effective 
disorganized 
prone to tantrums 
at~ention seeking 
responsible 
placid 
helping 
adult-like 
cooperative 
ineffective 
organized 
not pron9 to tantrUllls 
BE CERTAIN YOU HA VE PUT ONE CHECK MARK ON EACH LINE 
-4t 
;:, 
""' 
;:, 
.. , 
.s ;:, $ 
<II ~ ~ ~ ta 
,.. 
..c 
ta (J) bO bO Q) 
'B ;!:f ;q 'O ~ 0 ~ a fl) (I) ~ 
adjusted maladjusted 
friendly not fri<::lndly 
happy , I sad 
leader follower 
always on the gof __ .,___-+---4---~--....... -- not active 
never seems to tire tires easily 
outdoor type indoor type 
BE CERTAIN YOU HAVE PUT ONE CHECK MA.RK ·ON EACH LINE 
Scales Defining the Conduct Problems Factor 
* Obedient-disobedient 
Responsible-irresponsible 
Oooperat1ve-obstruct1ve 
Jllasil7 d1sc1pl1ned•d1ff1oult to discipline 
Organized-disorganized 
Helping-not helping 
Adult-like-infantile 
!eat-disorderly 
Likes school-dislikes school 
Attention avoiding-attention seeking 
Oonsoientioua-consoienceless 
Truthful-lying 
Adjusted-maladjusted 
Able to concentrate-subject to distraction 
Modest-exh1b1t1on1st1c 
Interested-bored 
:sffect1ve-1neffeotive 
*The second adjective of the pair represents the 
direction of a high score. 
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Scales Defining the Submission Factor 
* Strong willed-weak willed 
Independe~t-dependent 
Dominant-submissive 
Adventurous-timid 
Tough-sensi ti.ve 
Noisy-quiet 
Actlve-ina.ctive 
Difficult to disoipline-easy to discipline 
Not fearful-tearful 
*The second adjective of the pair represents the 
direction of a high score. 
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